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PREFACE
One problem continually assailed by inner-thoughts
as

worked on this study.

I

This relentless "nag" was the

question of objectivity or "bias" on my behalf.
this question dealt with the research method.

Actually,

Quite often,

the most forceful part of an investigator's method is his
bias, which exerts a great influence upon the writer's

powers of perception.
My possible bias stemmed from a decade of involve-

ment as a teacher with the Worcester School system, the
site of my investigation.

Furthermore,

I

was involved

as a graduate student and staff member of the Career Oppor-

tunities Program in the School of Education at the University
of Massachusetts from Summer, 1971 to Summer, 1973.

This problem has plagued me much as it did John

Dollard whose study Caste and Class in

a

Southern Town

developed the significance of personal bias in research
methodology.

1

Dollard stated that there is no unified

sociological system to direct research perception and that
most research techniques seem biased when considered by

in a Southern Town
Doubleday and Company, 1957),

^ohn Dollard, Caste and Class
(3rd ed.; Garden City, N.Y.:
p

.

32

.

V

themselves.

To a definite degree, this investigation

must be similarly qualified.

But

I

believe my bias, i.e.

previous and continuing personal involvement in the study’s
subject, stands as much as a constructive advantage as
it does a limitation.

I

am convinced that the intimate

knowledge, and sometimes simple awareness of the subject's

details has enabled the study to reflect more insight and

systematic perception than otherwise possible.

Though knowing the subjects, procedures, settings
and their history constitutes an "emotional and conven-

tional inner bias," it also represents the substance for

valuable discussion, analyzation, and criticism.
The admission or awareness of bias is not in

itself a justification for subjectivity; rather, it is

rationale for a given perspective.

a

Sarason asserts that

there is no one w ay of looking at or understanding the
school culture.

2

By design, this study is one attempt

towards an understanding of an educational topic well

within the parameters of Sarason's term "school culture."
No doubt my study will reflect bias.

I

share the

predisposition of the Worcester school district toward

Seymour B. Sarason, The Culture of the School and
the Problem of Change (Boston; Allyn & Bacon, Inc., 1971/,
2

p

.

6

VI

conventional professional high standards.

I

also share

with Dwight W. Allen and the School of Education the
need for workable innovations and new styles of learning.
Further,

I

support a central contention of the Center for

Urban Education that professional educators must open
equal opportunities to poor and minority children
else surrender their claim to professionalism.

—

or

.

.
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CHAPTER

I

THE WORCESTER PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM AND THE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS:

A

COOPERATIVE VENTURE IN URBAN EDUCATION
The assertion that inner-city schools have failed

generally in their attempts to educate children is neither
new nor startling.

Educators and laymen alike realize

that chronic problems exist because children are not
learning.

A variety of responses are necessary to aid

urban schools, such as the development of

a

programmatic

relationship between institutions of higher education and
local urban school systems.

Typically, these arrangements have been woefully

superficial; for the most part urban school systems

suffering from inadequate or strained resources have
served as laboratories for teacher interns, some administrators and occasionally researchers.

1

A pre-occupation

with immediate critical needs limited the application of
available expertise and effort to new and innovative
responses to urban educational problems.

^ee Robert

Schaefer, "Urban Education and the
School of Education," in Toward Improved Urban Education
Charles A. Jones
ed. by Frank Lutz (Worthington, Ohio:
Publishing Company, 1970), pp. 307-308.
J.

,

.

2

This study proposes to examine and analyze the

relationship between an urban school system and a major
institution of higher education.

The parties in the

study are the Worcester, Massachusetts Public School System
and the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Their

cooperative venture, the Worcester-University of Massachusetts Career Opportunities Program (WCOP) is

a

train-

ing program for educational paraprof essionals in inner-

city schools.

This experimental linkage represented a

departure from normal school system practice and a concerted effort to develop an untapped local educational

resource
The study will describe and analyze the develop-

ment and implementation of this non-traditional

,

off-

campus training program, particularly the roles and

relationships created to facilitate the program's

establishment in

a

new educational setting.

An additional

concern is the program's impact on teacher problems in

Worcester which are common to most urban school systems.

2

Dennis Haywood Tyler, "Educational Renewal Through
Teacher Training for A Diverse Urban School Population"
University of Massachusetts,
(unpublished Ed.D. dissertation:
2

1973)

,

p.

87.

.

3

The National Design of the Career

Opportunities Program
The Career Opportunities Program (COP)

is

a

federally-funded program for educational auxiliaries.
It proposes to raise the level of learning of children
in low-income areas by training individuals who have

the ability and desire to spend a significant part of

their working careers in providing better education for

children of low-income families.

A commitment toward

such a career is not intended to restrict these individuals but it should nevertheless represent fully the

intentions of the applicant when he or she enters the

Participants should be residents of the school

program.

district in which they serve and they must come from
low-income families or be a Vietnam era veteran.

The

enrollment of persons from minority ethnic groups is

encouraged
COP was established with federal funds under the

Educational Professions Development Act, 1967 (Public Law
90-35)

of which parts C and D pertain specifically to the

establishment of Career Opportunities Programs.

3

Accord-

ing to the Career Opportunities Programs Basic Policy

Education Professions Development Act
Public Law 90-35, Parts C and D.
3

,

1967

,

.

4

Handbook

,

COP projects must create and establish a lattice

plan which includes both the experience and academic

training necessary to enable participants, i.e. paraprofessionals, to qualify for each position from the entry
level through a bachelor's degree and certification

Differentiated staff assignments must be clearly

status.

delineated and there must be school board approval for
a

differentiated salary schedule.

The team training

approach was mandated by the program; it must engage
teachers, counselors, administrators and other school

personnel who work with aides in the on-site training
courses

4

Community involvement is required in all phases
of the COP project:
tion.

development, operation and evalua-

The Steering Committee for each site must be mean-

ingfully representative of community residents, including
students.

Public and private organizations with related

interests should also be represented.
COP projects had to involve cost-sharing from
all elements of the local-S tate-Federal partnership.

The rationale was that sharing leads to commitment.

A

Bureau of Educational Personnel Development, U.S.
Office of Education, Career Opportunities Program Basic
Policy Handbook (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1969), p. 1.
4

5

major COP priority was the provision of training opportunities for low-income people already employed in
schools.

Salary support was strongly encouraged from

local districts, either from their own funds or from

State or Federal programs.

Evaluation procedures for COP projects were based
on a pragmatic approach for measuring outcomes against

specifically defined objectives.

Most evaluation is

conducted through outside sources, but each project is
required to maintain appropriate records and to assist
in the overall evaluation process.

Whether "in-house"

or "outside" methods are employed, the community must
be engaged in assessment of the project.

COP projects must be located in areas of highest

concentration of low-income people.
for Title

I

Schools designated

Elementary Secondary Education Act focus will

constitute the major eligibility criterion for placement
of COP trainees.

Projects in model cities shall be con-

centrated within the Model boundaries as officially set.

5

All participants in COP projects, veterans and

non-veterans, will be persons with low-income backgrounds.

Membership

in a minority group was generally an accepted

Bureau of Educational Personnel Development,
Handbook p. 2.
5

,

.

.

,

6

substitute for poverty and in any event the programs
should accept the applicants word or poverty status.

will be employed by the school district in local,

Most

state,

or federally-supported projects, such as Head Start, Follow

Through, ESEA Titles I, III, VII, VIII, and the Education

Professions Development Act B-2.

Schools and other social

agencies employing aides will assist in recruitment and

selection of COP participants.

6

In addition, COP is committed to expend fifteen

per cent of its funding in components training persons
to work with handicapped children in regular classrooms.

Also, trainees must be fully representative of minority

groups Black, Indian, Oriental, Spanish-surname according
to the low-income resident pattern in the site.

Others

involved in the project -- the director, assistant director,

team leaders, teachers

—

should also reflect the minority

7

pattern

State education agencies, through the COP designees,

make provision for technical assistance to sites developing
projects (the Office of Education has allocated $10,000 to
each state for the purpose)

6

Handbook

State education agencies

Bureau of Educational Personnel Development,
p.

7

.

Ibid

3.

7

take initiative in shaping a statewide framework for projects so that eventual certification of trainees when

they reach the teacher level is possible.

Worcester, Massachusetts
Worcester, Massachusetts is

a

large, sprawling

urban area located in the geographic center of the Com-

monwealth of Massachusetts.

It is an old, physically

deteriorating mill town whose major industries have
since moved out.

Middle-class residents have gone to

the suburbs and some, though surprisingly few, minori-

ties have moved in to take advantage of the available
low cost housing.

Worcester has a population of approx-

imately 165,000 of which 5,000 are minority group members,
2,000 of whom are black.

At present, the city schools are experiencing a

decline in enrollment; there were 1,770 fewer youngsters
in school in 1972 than there were in 1971.

The enroll-

ment drop in the public schools was from 30,071 to 29,408
and in the parochial schools from 6,211 to 5,104 for

grades 1-12.

But, the secondary schools remain over-

crowded and the city is contemplating the construction
of a new high school.

8

1972, p.

Editorial
8.

,

8

Half of the fifty-six elementary

Worcester Evening Gazette

,

November

7,

8

schools are classified as low-income schools as measured
by the ten indices of poverty under Title

I

of the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

9

Public attitudes toward the public schools have

generally been negative as the taxpayers have openly

opposed school building programs and resisted increases
in school expenditures, especially teacher salaries.

The school system has remained provincial.

Due to the

system's traditional practice of rejecting outsiders
and maintaining a rigid promotional structure for

advancement of teaching personnel to administrative
levels, the staff has become somewhat in-bred.
Thus, the scene was set for the implementation
of a program designed to introduce new staffing patterns,

improve the quality of education for children in the

inner-city schools and effect better communications between school and community.

Worcester was ready for the

Career Opportunities Program; all it needed was the

cooperation of an institution of higher education that
could work with the design of

a COP

project.

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
Public Law 89-10.
9

,

9

Worcester and the University of Massachusetts

:

A University's Urban Commitment

None of the six institutions of higher education
in the Worcester area was ready for such an involvement

at the time COP was being developed.
to the northwest,

10

However, sixty miles

such a university did exist.

The School

of Education at the University of Massachusetts under the

leadership of one of the most innovative educators in the
country, Dean Dwight Allen, was already committed to

solving the problems confronting the urban schools.
Dr.

11

Allen had committed himself and his staff to explora-

tion, experimentation and evaluation of educational reform.

Since 1968, the School of Education's philosophy
has been that reform and revitalization of education re-

quires major change, not simply repairs and facelifting;
it requires the development of bold new alternatives and

new directions, new trusts based largely upon new perspec-

Allen believes that the school must be committed

tives.

to explore these new alternatives which require major

Rudolph, The American College and Uni A History (New York: Vintage, 1965), pp. 493-494.

10 Frederick

versity

:

n For

a comprehensive description of the School of
programs see: Dr. Atron A. Gentry,
present
Education's
Off-Campus Programs of the School
and
Special
"Survey of
of Education," Office of Special and Off-Campus Programs,
School of Education, University of Massachusetts, June,
1972. (Mimeographed)

2

.2

.

3

10

experimentation with new approaches, new structures,
and new systems

(See Table 1.1)

1

The compatibility of Worcester with the School

of Education at the University of Massachusetts was even

more apparent after examination of the serious commitment
to improve urban schools as expressed in this statement

released by the school which said:
The blighting of children's lives in ghetto
schools is a tragedy that cannot be ignored,
nor can it be alleviated by even the best of
of traditional educational practices.
The
School of Education is committed to developing new structures and new processes for
urban schools which are directly relevant to
the pressing needs and concerns of ghetto
children, and which will enable them to live
full rich, satisfying, and productive lives.
In short, we are attempting to provide
education relevant to the lives of these
children
1

In pursuing the problems of ghetto education, the School
of Education seeks to solve the larger problems of

American Education.

Because schools generally fail to

provide education which meets the needs of children, urban
solutions can have an impact on all children who are

equally educationally deprived.

Dwight W. Allen, "The School of Education Profile,"
(unpublished material, University of Massachusetts, 1972).
1

13 Allen,

"School of Education Profile."

.

.

11

TABLE 1.1

UNIQUENESS OF THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION,
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
1.

Committed to improving Urban Education.

2.

Committed to Social Change Through
Education

3.

Committed to Alternatives for
Effective Education.

4.

Committed to Competence, Diversity,
Juxtaposition, Creativity and Unity.

5.

Committed to the Elimination of
Institutional Racism.

6.

Committed to Questioning.

10.
7.

Committed Exploration, Experimentation
and Evaluation.

8.

Committed to Rapid and Thoroughgoing
Change

9.

Committed to Institutional Structure
for Individual Freedom.

Committed to the Recognition of the
Freedom to Fail.
Source

"The School of Education Profile," University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts, 1972.

12

Another aspect of the problems confronting Worcester was one of social change; one more reason why the

University of Massachusetts, School of Education and

Worcester were so well suited for each other.

The School

of Education was already committed to "Social Change

Through Education by holding six commitments:
-

that education is the pursuit of a lifetime.

-

that education as now practiced in this country
is seriously deficient in many ways.

-

that the deficiencies in education have a deleterious effect on the quality of American life.

-

that the quality of American life can be improved through improved education.

-

that, at any given time, there is no one clearly
marked route to improved education for all
students in all situations.

-

that to achieve excellence, a school of education must encourage research, planning, experimentation, development, and evaluation along a
broadly diversified range of educational approaches.

The Challenge which Dean Allen saw, in large part, was to

translate such "noble language into active professional life ."
Thus, the bond between Worcester and the University

of Massachusetts was set.

The success of the proposed COP

project was enhanced as it became clear that the special
circumstances that existed in Worcester were particularly

compatible with the unique philosophy and personnel at the

14 Allen,

"The School of Education Profile.

14

13

School of Education at the University of Massachusetts.
(See Table 1.2)
Dr.

John J. Connor, Superintendent of Worcester

Public Schools, and his staff made the decision that the
only institution of higher education that appeared to
have the mechanism for implementing a paraprof essional

training program that was compatible with Worcester's
needs was the Center for Urban Education in the School
of Education at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.

A proposal was drawn up by Dr. Arthur Eve,

a

staff member at the School of Education, and submitted
to the Department of Health, Education and Welfare in

Washington, D.C. which resulted in the funding that gave
life to the Worcester Career Opportunities Program.

Upon receipt of the federal monies, an Advisory

Council was formed of interested citizens, businessmen,
teacher aides, school department personnel and university
staff.
P.

This group selected the on-site director, George

Melican, and together they formulated the basic WCOP

objectives.

These objectives were stated as follows:

1.

To develop more efficient methods of
teaching children in poverty-area schools.

2.

To establish new routes to higher education
and educational careers for persons from
low-income areas.

.

14

TABLE 1.2

WORCESTER PROBLEMS AND SCHOOL OF EDUCATION RESPONSES
Existing teacher aide
program with no provision
for training.

1

2.

Half the elementary schools
located in low-income areas.

2.

Center for Urban Education,
undergraduate and graduate
courses in Urban Education.

3.

Very traditional, closed
system, extremely provincial.

3.

Introduction of Differentiated
Staffing Pattern.

4.

Inbreeding, closed administrative promotional structure.

4.

Exposure to New Ideas and
Philosophies

5.

Widening gap between community
and schools.

5.

Communication Links to Community via COP Project.

6.

Diminishing middle-class
population.

6.

Emphasis on New Careers Program.

7.

Industrial or working class
economy.

7.

Academic/work experience.

8.

High taxes, high school
costs and a low return on
the investment.

8.

Alternative programs in
Education that expand the
curriculum not the budget.

9.

Poor educational atmosphere
throughout the community.

9.

Re-vitalization via COP Project
and Alternative Schools.

1

.

10.

Influx of low-income
families with little or
no formal schooling.

.

10.

Worc/UMass COP Project.

Urban Education emphasis on
curriculum.

.

.

15
3.

To build better communication and
stronger ties between homes and schools.

4.

To increase the number of teachers to
relate effectively to children of

poverty backgrounds.
5.

To raise the level of the goals and
aspirations of indigent citizens.

6.

To facilitate the attainment of new
careers for some of our citizens.

7.

To develop innovative instructional
programs for disadvantaged children.

8.

To establish sound bases for new
staffing patterns for school personnel.

9.

To establish a realistic career ladder
and lattice for educationists. 15

One of the main objectives of WCOP was to improve
the instructional program of children attending the

target area schools.

This was regarded as a two-sided aim

as it not only provided additional personnel to help the

children but at the same time it provided the educational
trainee with the valuable opportunity to gain classroom

experience in a direct attempt to reduce the entry shock

when professional status was attained by the paraprofessional
Increased service to the children occurred because the
teacher could now free herself from the mindless little

the files of the Project Director Worcester
Career Opportunities Program, 20 Irving Street, Worcester,
Massachusetts
15 From

,

16

tasks that clutter up a teacher's day such as taking

attendance, collecting various monies, ordering supplies
and sundry other duties that tend to impede the real

aim of schools

—

the education of children.

Gradually, the paraprof essionals progressed from
the entry level of clerical duties to an involvement as
a

member of the instructional team.

made possible by two means:
and

(2)

(1)

This progression was

university training,

observation of the professional teacher.

The

presence of an educational paraprof essional provided
teacher with an opportunity to depart from

a time

a

honored

practice of teaching to the majority of students while
ignoring the best and worst students.

For the first

time, small group activities became a meaningful ex-

perience because of added help and supervision.
Naturally, the addition of one teacher aide did
not allow teachers to enter the ideal of all educators,
a one-to-one ratio,

but it did free teachers sufficiently

to render more than lip-service to the ideal of individual

instruction and assistance.
The WCOP project served as the vehicle for

system-wide change in traditional staffing patterns
for public schools by establishing a paraprof essional

project with a built in career ladder.

In fact.
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through COP, the Worcester school system accepted and

initiated a differentiated staffing plan.

(See Appendix A)

A differentiated staffing model for urban ele-

mentary schools offered several clear advantages over

a

traditional pattern with one teacher in a self-contained
classroom.

A new pattern of staff utilization, together

with related changes in scheduling and in participation
by auxiliary personnel, forced improvements which broke
a cycle of despair in urban schools. 16

In simplest terms a differentiated staff is team

teaching with different levels of salary and responsiThe team concept offers a

bility for the team members.

chance to bring non-credentialed adults into inner-city
classrooms.

Existing teachers can be free to define more

specific educational roles, building on their individual
strengths in a strong team effort.
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A differentiated staff facilitates open classroom

spaces with larger group and individualized instructions.

When combined with a flexible schedule, the possibilities
for variety and alternative learning are greatly expanded.

J

1

Gentry, "Differentiated Staffing for
Urban Schools" (unpublished Ed. D dissertation, University
of Massachusetts, 1972), p. 1.
16 Bobby

F.

.

"A Position Statement on the Concepted of Differentiated Staffing," NEA TEPS May 11, 1969, Dwight W. Allen,
Putting Teacher Talent to Work,"
"A Differentiated Staff:
Occasional papers No. 1 NEA TEPS, 1967, "Differentiated
Staffing," Nation's Schools Vol. 85, No. 6, June, 19/0.
17

,

,

18 Gentry,

"Differentiated Staffing,"

p.

2.
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The paraprof essionals were indigenous to the

school district where they were employed.

selection process

,

During the

an attempt was made to recruit com-

munity residents who appeared capable of establishing
and maintaining lines of communications between school
and community.

For the first time, the schools had a

direct linkage with the community at large via the

medium of the teacher aide.

Community residents had

someone they knew and trusted to interpret the role of
the school in the neighborhood.

Also, the school had

realistic input from the community in regard to the
relevancy of their offerings.
An important aspect of WCOP was the application

of the "work-study" theory to a teacher-training program.

Students in training to become inner-city teachers func-

tioned as a paraprof essional in an urban classroom for
their entire training period.

When students completed

training and attained professional status they would have
four years of classroom experience instead of the tradi-

tional single semester found in most teacher-training
programs.

This program component would deal with the

problem of "reality shock" that is experienced by most
new teachers upon entering the profession.
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Miriam Wagenschein discussed "reality shock" in
her master's thesis "Reality Shock:

Elementary School Teachers."
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A Study of Beginning

Reality shock is the

result of a lack of exposure to actual classroom operations,

in this case,

inner-city classrooms during the

undergraduate preparation of prospective teachers.

In

most teacher education programs, the prospective teacher
is asked to intern or student-teach for one semester or

less in a classroom setting.

This is an inadequate amount

of time to acquire a sufficient understanding of a

teacher's role in the urban classroom.
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WCOP operates with a mandate that every partici-

pant work in a classroom setting for

a

minimum of twenty

hours per week during the entire undergraduate training
period.

In addition, these participants undergo a typical

fifteen week, one semester, student-teaching experience

during which time they receive intensified training under
teaching conditions.
One component of the credentialing process deviates

from the heretofore traditional norm that has existed on

many campuses, the issuance of collegiate credit for work

Wagenschein, "Reality Shock: A Study of^
Beginning Elementary School Teachers" (unpublished Master's
p. 6.
Thesis, University of Chicago, 1950)
19 Miriam

,

Sarason, The Culture of the School and
Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,
the Problems of Change (Boston:
1971)
p. 25.
20 Seymour B.

,

20

experience.

Practicum credit is given for each semester

of supervised work in a classroom by the participant.

University staff members visit the job site of each student a minimum of three times each semester.

The visits

normally include an observational period plus an opportunity to discuss the participant's progress with the
student, the cooperating teacher and the building principal.

Formal reports are written in connection with

these visits and submitted to the proper authorities at
the university and the local school system as well as

being placed on file in the students personal portfolio.
The Practicum credit requires the students to attend
a semi-monthly seminar convened by university supervisors

to discuss issues relevant to the pursuit of their class-

room duties.

As an added feature, university professors

have discussed selected topics such as Behavior Modification, Cardboard Carpentry, Beautiful Junk, Counseling
in Elementary Schools, Individualized Programming, plus

other varied topics.
The Practicum Seminar is also used as a means
of unifying a fragmented student body that normally does

not meet in a central location.

The seminars provided

the opportunity for the WCOP participants to identify
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with the overall program and exchange ideas with peer
group members.

Without the Practicum Seminars many of

the students would be in virtual isolation because of
job assignments and home commitments that prevent WCOP

students from enjoying the social aspects of on-campus

living which is

a

part of a typical undergraduate univer-

sity program.

Summary
A deficiency in communications between universities

and local school systems has existed for years.

"isolationist" policy has resulted in

educators at these levels.

a

This

polarization of

University faculties and

public schooJs must join forces to solve the problems

confronting our schools today.

Worcester's needs and the desire of the School of

Education at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
to respond to those needs proves that flexible,

innovative

staffs can move from polarization to symbiotic relationships.

The implementation and operation of WCOP was a

vehicle for innovative interaction between the university
and the Worcester Public Schools.
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With the aid of Federal COP guidelines, the two

cooperating parties designed a COP model for Worcester.
A critical element in the development of the model was
the establishment of new positions within the adminis-

trative framework of the program.

These new jobs were

important factors in determining the ultimate success
or failure of the program.

CHAPTER

II

NEW STAFF AND THE EVALUATION DESIGN
The primary purpose of this chapter is to point

out the importance of two interrelated components of WCOP.

They are
(2)

(1)

the creation of new staff positions, and

the design of a formal program evaluation.

Not only

is it necessary to recognize the importance of these two

separate components, but it is significant to note that
these apparently divergent elements actually made critical

contributions to the successful operation of WCOP.
The On-Campus Academic Coordinator

The on-campus Academic Coordinator is a professional
staff member of the University of Massachusetts.

The

principal investigator has primary responsibility for
selecting a coordinator who will work for the overall
good of the program by effecting a cooperative venture

among Worcester Schools, paraprof essionals

ersity of Massachusetts.

,

and the Univ-

The person selected has been a

last year doctoral student.
The administrative responsibilities of the Academic

Coordinator have included:

curriculum planning and develop-

ment, staffing and recruitment, supervision, program evaluation, inter-agency coordination and program logistics.
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One of the major responsibilities of the Academic

Coordinator was the planning and implementation of

a

relevant program of studies for the on-site participants
in conjunction with the educational resources of the

University.

The main focus of this aspect of the duties

of the Academic Coordinator is to determine which aca-

demic courses of studies coincide with the needs of an

urban teacher.
In order to fulfill this obligation the coordin-

ator must be aware of the needs of inner-city students
and the most effective ways to satisfy those needs.

In

other words, the coordinator must have first hand knowledge of both academic theory and the reality of class-

room experience.
In addition, he must know the number and type
of offerings that the university can offer.

In some

cases, it may become necessary to confer with univer-

sity professors and department heads in order to arrange

special offerings or modify existing ones in order to

meet the needs of COP participants.
After planning a curriculum, the Academic Coordinator interviewed, selected, and employed the university

instructors who travelled to the on-site location.

The
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selection of instructors was in conjunction with Depart-

ment Chairmen.

This part of the job called for percep-

tual power and judgment on behalf of the coordinator
so that he employed only the most qualified individuals

available in each course offered.

One reality of this

situation was the necessity to establish and maintain
a

good rapport with all of the various academic depart-

ment heads on campus and make them aware of the needs of
an on-site COP project.

Another function which the Academic Coordinator

participated in was the recruitment and selection of
doctoral candidates to the university to ensure the procurement of suitable personnel to carry out programmatic
duties such as counseling, tutoring, and supervising
COP students.

The supervisory aspect of the Academic Coordin-

ator's position was threefold.

First, the coordinator was

directly responsible for the conduct of courses in the
on-site classrooms by university instructors.

As such it

was necessary to visit and observe the class in progress
in the same manner that a department head would function.

Secondly, it was the responsibility of the coordinator
to train and supervise the staff of graduate assistants

.
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assigned to his project to guarantee the success of
their efforts and the overall success of the project.

Finally, the role of office manager and the supervision
of clerical personnel assigned to his office was a con-

cern of the coordinator.
The coordinator served as the official university evaluator for the overall operation of the COP

project and as such was required to formulate and submit
full, written reports to the appropriate offices on campus

and in the local school department.

The role of evalua-

tor required that the coordinator render a fair and

impartial judgment on all facets of the program that he

surveyed
Due to the need for maximum coordination, office
of the on-site director and the on-campus academic coor-

dinator required the coordinator to be diplomatic,
understanding, and flexible.

The coordinator has to

communicate with the on-site director who deals with
the program participants.

Coordination of class meetings,

release time classes, workshops, modular credit experiences, as well as on-site class locations and the

university academic calendar with the local school
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department calendar constitute a considerable amount of
involvement for the coordinator

1
.

The acquisition of all materials necessary for
the conduct of on-site classes was the responsibility
of the Academic Coordinator.

Each instructor submited

book orders to the coordinator who purchased the texts

required for each course.

The coordinator was also

responsible for processing the paperwork for the payment
of all personnel assigned to his project.

Due to the

active involvement with monetary matters it is therefore necessary for the coordinator to prepare and submit
an annual budget and assume the responsibility of

adhering to budgetary restrictions imposed by the agreed
upon financial arrangement of the contractual agreement

between the university and the local school department.
The On-Site Director

While the Academic Coordinator is an employee of
the university, the on-site director was employed by the
local school department.

The director's selection was

mutually agreed to by the school department, university and
the local COP Advisory Board.

George Melican was selected

a modular credit system is a means by which the
student can earn credit for learning experiences of any
The modular
length, both in and out of the classroom.
value of any experience is set by negotiation between a
faculty member or student and the Modular Arbitration
One hundred modular credits equal one univerCommittee.
sity course credit.
1
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as director.

He became a doctoral candidate in the

university and finished his degree in June, 1972.

That

relationship helped to build both empathetic understanding and trust among the selecting parties.
The on-site director's administrative respon-

sibilities include:

educational programming, staffing

and recruitment, agency coordination, community involve-

ment, and evaluation.

The planning and establishment of training and

educational programs for the participants is the most

obvious responsibility of the director.

This responsi-

bility requires knowledge of suitable subjects and

detailed contents of courses covering those subjects.
It requires his knowledge of the level of intelligence,

maturity and comprehension of paraprof essionals enrolled
in the program.

The job requires particular knowledge

of or a sense of specific criteria which allow him and

his staff to judge the effectiveness of these programs.

The on-campus coordinator and the on-site director must

work jointly to arrive at a program that is relevant to
the needs of the participants, the school department,
the children in school and that all of this coincides

with the ability of the university to make these offerings.

.
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To guarantee continuity for the program, the

director must possess skill in the preparation of staffing patterns, which presupposes some knowledge of or-

ganizational principles.

The director should be familiar

with all personnel policies, procedures, practices,
requirements and forms of the school system in which he
functions

Perhaps the most crucial area of the director
as a personnel manager is the employment, development,

and promotion of the program's paraprof essionals

.

Here

he is a personnel manager, in reality, he must match

the job requirements of available positions with the

educational, ethnic, and social backgrounds of his
staff and paraprof essionals

.

The director as a re-

cruiter must be familiar with the recruitment techniques, policies and requirements of agencies, institutions, and enterprises in his area.

The on-site program requires the director to
take the leadership in coordinating the work of a number
of local,

state, and federal agencies, insofar as the

responsibilities of these agencies have an impact upon
the program (See Table 2.1).

This area requires skill
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TABLE 2.1

AGENCIES CONNECTED TO WORCESTER COP
1

.

Model Cities Programs

2.

Emergency Employment Act Program

3.

National Alliance of Businessmen- JOBS

4

.

Community Action Council

5.

Neighborhood Youth Corps

6.

Head Start

7.

Office of Manpower Planning

8.

Public Services

9.

New Careers

10.

Work Incentive Programs

11.

Worcester Vocational School Department

12.

Worcester Public School Department

13.

Worcester Catholic School Department

14.

State Welfare Department

15.

Extension Programs

16.

Division of Employment Services

17

Worcester Consortium of Colleges and Universities

.

Source:

Files of the Project Director of the Worcester
University of Massachusetts Career Opportunities
Program, 20 Irving Street, Worcester, Massachusetts.
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in dealing with a number of personnel and agency prerog-

atives and sensitivities and more basically a knowledge
of the functions, responsibilities, and degrees of author-

ity of the agency with whom he deals.

2

The success of a local COP project stands and
falls with the degree of community participation in the

program.

This fact places a weighty responsibility on the

project director as a community organizer.

This calls

for a person who is cognizant of the particular internal

dynamics or common need which holds a community group toHe must have the ability to establish an opera-

gether.

tional mode on common ground between competing local groups
as far as the objectives of the program are concerned.

A

COP advisory board, consisting of a cross-section of the

Worcester community, helped to achieve this goal.
This board met monthly with the WCOP staff to

help determine program objectives, implementation of
these objectives, and the evaluation of the implementation.

The following are the components of WCOP that

the advisory board made policy decisions on:

offerings,

evaluation,

(2)
(4)

modular credit involvement,
selection of WCOP staff,

(1)

(3)

(5)

course

program

various

George P. Melican, "A Modular Case Study of the
Managerial Role of a Project Director in a Career Opportunities Program," (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation,
University of Massachusetts, 1972), pp. 70-71.
2

.
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program linkages,

(6)

ladder/lattice, and
pants

support services,

(8)

(7)

the career

the selection of WCOP partici-

3
.

Graduate Assistants
The introduction of two graduate assistants into
the program and basing them on-site as well as the adop-

tion of a refined screening process by the university for
the hiring of on-site instructors proved to be valuable
4

additions.

These seemingly slight modifications proved

to be of major importance when coupled with the knowledge

and experience gained by all concerned during the first

year of operation.
The project began to feel the sting of critics
The realization became clear

both on-campus and on-site.

to many persons, normally resistant to change of any kind,

that the year long experimental program had evolved into
a

reality that posed a threat to the tranquility of the

status quo.

WCOP became the "hope factor" for the "disad-

vantaged poor people whom society deemed untouchable, unteachable, and undesirable.

5

The notion of "those people"

From the files of the Project Director of the Worcester Career Opportunities Program, 20 Irving St., Worcester,
Massachusetts
4
Two doctoral level, graduate assistants were
recruited from the Worcester Public Schools in the spring of
They were William B. Hynes and Richard F. Fox.
1971.
The Hope
5 Atron Gentry,
Urban Education
et al.
122.
Factor (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders, 1972), p.
3

:

,
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attaining the status of professional educators caused many
individuals on the periphery of the program to become

quite upset.
In addition to their counseling and tutorial

duties the on-site graduate assistants began another phase
of operation and that was the supervision of the Practicum

or work experience component of the fall program.

Visita-

tion schedules were worked out for the fifty-four parti-

cipants and it was decided to schedule each participant
for an on-site observation six times during the semester.

Each visit consisted of

a

conference with the building

principal, the cooperating teacher, and the paraprof essional
in regard to problems and suggested new program directions.
In addition to these conferences an observation was made
of the paraprof essional at work with children.

followed by

a

This was

brief conference usually dealing with sug-

gested improvements.

It should be stated that both of the

graduate assistants were classroom teachers of many years
service in inner-city schools.

Following each visit an

anecdotal record was written and placed on file in the

participant's portfolio.
A highlight of the early visits to each work site
was the attempt to clarify the duties of the parapro-

fessional as many of the cooperating teachers and principals
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had never had the opportunity to utilize the services of
a teacher aide prior to this year.

To help accomplish

this goal a checklist of thirty— five suggested involve-

ments was formulated and issued to and discussed with all

personnel concerned.

(See Appendix B

)

.

Prior to this

it was quite common to hear cooperating teachers state

that "their aide was a wonderful person but they didn't

know what to do with her."

WCOP Participants
Staff from the WCOP office, the University of

Massachusetts, School of Education and the Worcester
School Department took part in the selection of partiBasically, this group had to apply three sets

cipants.

of criteria when considering potential entrants.

criteria were:

(1)

Those

the candidate should presently be an

aide or should be hired as an aide by the Worcester Public
Schools,

the candidate had to be interested in and

(2)

potentially benefited by a B.A. degree, and
didates had to meet federal guidelines.

(3)

all can-

Other selection

criteria that were used in the recruiting process of WCOP
were:

(1)

good health (mental and physical)

,

(2)

fondness for and an interest in children,

income,

(3)

and

the ability to communicate with others.

(4)

a

family
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Individual participants need not have a high
school diploma or the equivalent, but they must meet

conditions prescribed by the local school district.
The individuals may have had some previous college training and they may be single or married.

Forty-five participants were selected and involved in WCOP during the first year of operation (1970-71).
They were recruited from an established group of Title
and Head Start teacher aides.

I

Preference was given to

low-income residents in Model Cities areas, minorities and
veterans.

Of this group, one-third had not completed high

school; one-third had high school diplomas and one-third

had some college credits.

Many COP projects include veterans recruited
from those discharged after 1963.

This effort to include

Vietnam veterans was added to the program after its start
and was partly an effort to include men in the program and
in inner-city schools.

In any event, forty per cent of

COP funds are allocated to veterans components.

there may be separate treatment with

a

Although

COP project to

meet special needs of veterans, COP teams must be representative of a range of low-income persons.
A variety of mediums were employed to attract

candidates to the project.

These included newspaper and
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radio announcements as well as school department bulletins.

The director also communicated with the U.

S.

Defense Department's TRANSITION program to contact
recently discharged veterans.

In addition, WCOP staff

members went into the Worcester Community to speak at

appropriate gatherings about the opportunities opened
by the program.

Degree Requirements

Cooperating institutions of higher education
must admit COP trainees at various levels of academic

attainment and must grant credit for courses which will
count toward a degree.

Credit from community colleges

must be transferable to four-year institutions.
Program participants may take as few as three

credit hours or as many as twelve credit hours per semester, depending on the appropriateness for the individual

Participants in the Worcester program are closely supervised and counseled by the program director and graduate

assistants on-site, who were enrolled in the doctoral program at the UMass School of Education.

Selection of these

doctoral candidates is based on their ability to effective
ly supervise, counsel, and tutor the participants in the

WCOP project.
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All course offerings have been official college
or university courses, leading to the Bachelor of Arts

degree and teacher certification.

A participant in this

program may reach full certification in a minimum of
four years and a maximum of six years.

The University of Massachusetts offers each fall,
spring, and summer semester courses representing at least
six credit hours, on-site in Worcester, in facilities pro-

vided by Worcester.

It also agrees to offer six hours of

credit for a practicum in education, as

a

result of success-

ful and satisfactory work by each participant as a teacher

aide in the schools of Worcester.

This six hours of prac-

ticum, or work experience, credit is granted as three cre-

dits during the fall and three credits during the spring
semester.

This work experience was supervised for the pro-

ject by the program director in Worcester, and by doctoral

level graduate assistants of the University of Massachusetts,

School of Education.

Therefore, the University was pro-

viding the opportunity for each participant to earn at
least thirty credit hours during two regular semesters
and one summer session.

The eighteen, or more, academic

credits that the University offers each year contain

a

variety of three credit courses coming from both the Arts and
Science and Education component of the total degree program.
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The Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education
is the degree that is offered by the University to the

COP participants.
following:

This degree specially contains the

thirty-three credits in an Arts and Science

care curriculum which consists of six credits in Rhetoric, nine credits in Humanities, nine credits in

Social/Behavioral Science, and nine credits in Math/
Science courses.

In addition to these core require-

ments, twenty-seven credits must be taken as Arts and

Science electives.

This makes up the sixty credits

for the Arts and Science degree requirements.

The

remaining half of the WCOP degree program consists of
the Education courses that the participant takes
to acquire teacher certification and training as a

classroom teacher in the inner-city.
An education component was worked out for WCOP

participants to meet university requirements.

This core

curriculum consisted of three credits in "Introduction
to Urban Education," six credits in "Practicum in

Urban Education," three credits in "Teaching of Reading," three credits in "Elementary Methods," twelve

credits in "Student Teaching," and three credits in

.
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"Supervisory Seminar."

The balance of the sixty credits

in education was made up of various elective courses

Appendix

(See

C)

Alternative Credit Acquisition
A unique feature of the School of Education was
the opportunity to take part in modular credit offerings

which provided

a

chance for the COP participant to accrue

extra credit toward graduation and move toward this goal
at an accelerated pace.

In order to obtain on collegiate

credit a student must earn one hundred modular Marathon
units or credits.

This modular credit component was handled

in two basic ways, a student could acquire modular credit

by attending Marathon Week which was held semi-annually

on-campus in Amherst or by taking part in various workshop
experiences that were offered throughout the year.
The Marathon Week experience is unique and closely

resembles a huge educational exposition which has

a

multi-

tude of offerings in every educational experience imaginable.
For the most part these offerings last approximately one

hour and many are in progress simultaneously.

Each offer-

ings may vary in the number of modular credits offered

depending on the length and content of the offering.

This
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determination is reached by

a

Marathon Committee which

arranges the week-long experience and schedules each
offering.

Credit is verified by having each participant

obtain the signature of the modular instructor on

a sign-

off sheet obtained when entering the building housing the

Marathon offerings.
The other method of obtaining extra credit also

comes through modular offerings, only these are in the

form of intensive workshops which are arranged by the on-

campus coordinator and on-site director to meet the needs
of the COP participants.

The participants must attend

thirty hours of a workshop to gain one college credit.

Usually these workshops will be conducted during vacation

weeks or breaks in the summer session and run for ten
hours a day, three to five days in length.

Workshop

programs have focused on themes such as Linguistics,
Early Childhood, the Montessori Method, the Magic Circle,

Beautiful Junk, Cardboard Carpentry and others.
The approach used by the COP project takes the

stance that schools should not be used for selecting

individuals rather they should be used for the development
of the individual.

The underlying assumption is that

talent can be developed by educational means, and what

.
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the major resources of the schools should be devoted to

increasing the effectiveness of individuals rather than
to predicting the selecting talent.

Program Evaluation:

6

Innovation and Design

The on-site director evaluated the effectiveness
of the local program.

To that end he established and

applied specific criteria to determine the effect of the
benefits which the program had offered to program participants

7
.

In the role of evaluator,

the director faced

the task of utilizing the knowledge that he brought to

his position in the field of educational programming and

of the unique ethnic, social and economic conditions of

the participants.

Further, he developed an evaluation

system that measures the impact of the program in terms
of the criteria of the grant and in particular the degree
to which the participants solved their own job and related

problems

Benjamin S. Bloom, et al. Handbook on Formative
(New York:
and Summative Evaluation of Student Learning
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1971), p. 6.
6

,

Participant observations as evaluative research
are based on the experiential approach which holds that
what happens to students in schools is an end in itself.
"How Effective is Schooling? A
Harry A. Averch, et al.
of Research Findings,"
Synthesis
Critical Review and
on School Finance,
Commission
Prepared for the President's
California: Rand
Monica,
R-9 56-PCSF/RC March, 1972 (Santa
11-12.
Corporation, 1972), pp.
,

,
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In order to obtain program success the director

must also focus upon two other facets of the overall
community.

These are:

(1)

the cooperativeness of the

professional school department staff and

(2)

effective

public relations both within the school department and

throughout the entire community.
In Worcester the cooperativeness of the school

staff was gained by offering a university course to the

teachers and administrators who were working with COP
participants.

By offering these courses either free or

at a small cost, the program rewarded the cooperation
of this group which might have been negative to the

implementation of a differentiated staffing model such
as was required by the program.

This move was streng-

thened by the local school department requirements that
all professional staff must take a minimum of six grad-

uate credits every five years for professional improvement.

Naturally, all were eager to accomplish this requirement

with a minimal outlay of capital.
The public relations aspect is equally important
to gain community acceptance and recognition for the pro-

gram which is so essential to its success.

To accomplish

this the director established communications with the local
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media and provided them with newsworthy

items in acceptable

form for their various publications and broadcasts.
An expansion on Sarason's statement that the

teachers should be involved in the overall operation of
a

program that they are expected to participate in is

that the aides themselves ought to be involved in all

phases of program operation.

8

WCOP actively involved

the participants in as many aspects of the program as

appeared possible.

One of the more noticeable involve-

ments was the solicitation of student evaluations, as

presented in Chapter III, on all phases of program operAlso, not only were evaluations asked for but

ation.

the results were used to modify the program when defi-

ciencies were noted.
The overall evaluation of the WCOP project was

implemented by the participation of ten cooperating bodies

which are in continuous contact with the centrally dominant or main program.

The schematic model in Figure 2.1

is presented to graphically portray the Contiguous Body/

Dominant Program type of evaluation currently in use.
The main focus of this type of an evaluative

program is to obtain input from as many relevant sources
as possible.

All of the contiguous bodies listed are

Seymour B. Sarason, The Culture of School and
Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,
the Problem of Change (Boston:
8

1971)

,

p.

161.
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Model

Program

Instructors

Body/Dominant

Advisory

Contiguous

.
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connected to the WCOP project and are therefore capable
of making observations and formulating both positive

suggestions and criticisms in conjunction with their
various roles.
The methodology employed by the contiguous

bodies in conducting the evaluative process varies in

accordance with the depth of their involvement in the
overall program.

This type of evaluation could generally

be labeled as being of the "on-going" or "continuous"

variety
One of the main sources of evaluative information

was derived from two university doctoral students who

were assigned to the WCOP project as Graduate Assistants.
The graduate assistants have divided the WCOP's fifty-

seven participants into two groups of twenty-nine and

twenty-eight members for the evaluation process.

After

assignment of group members, it was necessary to construct a visitation schedule which used

weeks as its base.

a

period of three

Within the confines of this structure

the graduate assistants carried out actual on-site eval-

uation by visiting each participant according to a visita-

tion schedule.

During the course of each on-site visit,

the graduate assistant visited the building administrator
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to discuss the WCOP participants role in the school with

particular regard for problem areas that may arise.
Secondly, the graduate assistants consulted each cooper-

ating teacher to discover how the aide was functioning,
in the opinion of the teacher and how improvements may

be affected if required.

Finally, the graduate assistant

observed the WCOP participant while engaged in the performance of their duties and then met with the participant
to discuss the observation in a positive, and if necessary,

critical manner.

Anecdotal records were kept of each

conversation with the cooperating teachers and principals
in addition to the critique conducted by the graduate

assistant with the participant.
Evaluative forms were dispensed to each cooperating teacher to fill out and return.
are in use (See Appendices D and

E)

.

Two types of forms

Form D is used

early in the Semester and Form E later on.
The evaluation role carried out by the cooper-

ating teacher is an on-going one; based on the daily

contact and involvement of the paraprofessional and the

professional teacher within the confines of their classroom.

The evaluative procedure is based on the two WCOP

Evaluation Forms plus the discussion with the graduate
assistants conducted on each visit.
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The role of the principal in regard to evaluating
the paraprof essional is based on the overall function of

the WCOP participant within the confines of the school

building.

This area of evaluation deals with the rela-

tionship of aide to teacher as well as to the rest of the
staff.

The findings of the principal are recorded in an

anecdotal fashion by the graduate assistant on each visit
to the building.

In addition to a personal evaluation

of the individual aide, suggestions for overall program

improvement are solicited as well.

Program participants are asked to evaluate
themselves at the end of each year by writing a statement

concerning their roles and possible improvements on it.
Also, each participant is asked to keep a daily written

record of their activities which is verified by their

cooperating teacher and submitted to the WCOP Project
Director via the graduate assistant every three weeks.
The Project Director's area of responsibility
is,

by nature of his position, the total program and

therefore views the evaluatory procedure from that
direction.

A large portion of evaluatory information

is channeled to the Project Director via his graduate

assistants, the Advisory Council and direct contact with
the cooperating principals.

It is his responsibility

.
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to coordinate all of the Contiguous Bodies and their

inputs of positive suggestions and criticism and for-

mulate an overall program evaluation.
The Worcester School Department conducts their
own evaluation of the overall aide program utilizing

existing administrative staff in the following manner.
First, the evaluator conducted a general informational

meeting with all aides which was followed by on-site
meetings with each aide and their cooperating teacher.
The employment of questionnaires were utilized to deter-

mine how the aides felt in regard to areas of training.
Finally, a detailed written report was submitted to the

Director of Title

I

describing the findings of the

evaluator
The Advisory Council functioned in an evaluative

manner by examining the total program from the inputs
of its various components such as program participants,

school personnel, and community members.

From these

various sources it rendered sound decisions on the overall

function of the program.
The Model Cities agency served an evaluative

function by directing feedback to the Project Director
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of WCOP.

This feedback generally contained information

on the affect of WCOP program on attitudinal changes

among the children of the Model Cities area.

9

The Worcester Community Action Council served an

evaluative function by providing information to the Project Director of WCOP in regard to changes noted in the

attitudes and lives of WCOP participants living in the
low socio-economic areas of the city.

The WIN program served an evaluative function
by reporting on the progress of WIN participants in

regard to their participation in the WCOP as seen through
the eyes of a different agency.

10

Day Care Centers supplied information of an

evaluative nature through direct contact with the WCOP
graduate assistants and by reporting the affect that
teacher aides are having upon the children in their centers.

Head Start Projects also are

a

source of infor-

mation pertaining to other overall effectiveness of the
WCOP program in relation to the effect that paraprofessionals
are having upon the children in their programs.

Model Cities, much like COP, is a pioneering
federal program in resident participation in program
governance through ultimate control rests with city hall.
Enabling legislation for Model Cities was the Demonstration
Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966
10 The WIN Program - Work Incentive - is a manpower
training program under the 1967 Social Security Act amendments which provides AFDC recipiants with academic and
manpower training to become economically self-sustaining.
Footnote source Joseph A. Kershaw, Government Against
3.9 70)
p. 33.
Poverty (Chicago: Markham Publishing Co.
9

,

,

.
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The On-Campus Academic Coordinator was respon-

sible for the total academic program.

He therefore

viewed the evaluative procedure from the direction.

The

majority of evaluative information was channeled to the

Academic Coordinator from the graduate assistants, the onsite Project Director, the
ject participants.

U.

Mass instructors and the pro-

He collated all of the information

received and formulated

a

comprehensive evaluation of the

project from the University's point of view.
The University instructors functioned as evaluators of the academic perf romance of the WCOP participants.

This evaluation was carried out by constant observation

and testing as the students progressed through the academic

components of their university degree program.

In addi-

tion to standard grade reports issued to the students,
the instructors filed acecdotal reports with the Academic

Coordinator
This chapter has focused upon two components of

WCOP that jointly contributed to the successful operation
of the on-site program.

In Chapter

I

it was stated that

this study was concerned with the linkage of a major

university and a local school district.

It was the

intent of this section to point out that the success of
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that linkage relied heavily on the ability
of individuals

m

newly-created staff positions to run the program
and
effectively evaluate the entire operation.
The implementation of evaluation as an assess-

ment and guidance mechanism can now be illustrated

while at the same time emphasizing the historical
development of the WCOP project.

CHAPTER III
TWO YEARS OF OPERATION AND EXPERIMENTATION:

A

MID-STREAM CRITIQUE
American universities are deeply involved in
society and do, in fact, contribute to the effort to
solve its problems, in this case, the problems of the
inner-city.

1

This claim made by Charles Silberman in

Crisis in the Classroom is strongly supported by the

involvement of the School of Education, University of

Massachusetts in the WCOP Project and its efforts to
effect continual improvement in the unique program that
is beginning to emerge from its pre-natal position and

flex its limbs.

From the start, WCOP proceeded to implement
federal intent applying national guidelines to local
situations.

Early enthusiasm, the innovative atmosphere,

and indeed, the goal orientation of participants, sus-

tained the program through the trial and error establish-

ment process.

Little substantive evaluative data exist

for this period;

Charles Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom (New
Random House, Vintage Books, 1970), p. 15.
1

York:

the preoccupation with implementation

.

,
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and problem-solving simply did not allow for an early

formal and rigorous evaluation.

The first year's

activities do provide a practical reference for critical
judgment up to the 1971-1972 program year when

a formal

approach to evaluation was designed and implemented.
The First Year of WCOP
The 1970 summer sessions in Worcester marked the

beginning of the on-site COP project and ran for seven
weeks.

The main objectives of this beginning phase of

the project were to provide orientation for the para-

professional trainees, teachers, administrators, and
COP staff members to the purposes, design, and objectives
of the project.

This summer session also provided the

opportunity to acquaint these same persons to the resources available within the program plus familiarize
this group with the innovative techniques and resources

available in the School of Education, University of
Massachusetts
The orientation period consisted of a training

design that was varied and included academic courses (in

which a trainee earned up to six hours of college credit)
workshops and an institute which featured guest lecturers,
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discussion groups, films and symposiums.

Explanation

of the proposed career ladder was made and individual

academic programs were designed for the fall semester.

Course offerings were structured to be of im-

mediate functional utility to the paraprof essionals in
carrying out their duties in the classrooms.
The more formal, academic offerings of the

project began with the fall semester, 1970.

Along with

the beginning of actual course work two other unpre-

cedented features came into existence.

These signifi-

cant departures from traditional collegiate involvement

existed in the form of "Release Time" and the "Practicum" or work experience that was previously discussed.

Release time is essentially what the term implies,
that is, COP participants are released from their job
sites in the schools to attend university classes.

This

release time must be negotiated with the local school

department under a contractual agreement limiting the
amount of release time allowable to six hours per week.
This difficult issue in contract negotiations was agreed
to by Worcester although it does create scheduling prob-

lems and a considerable subsidy to the Program.

.

,
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This release time becomes very important when

scheduling university courses on-site as it makes it

possible to offer classes during daylight hours instead
of relying completely on an evening schedule.

The

feasibility and practicability of this approach become
clear when one considers that many of the WCOP participants were married and had large families to care for.
In fact a recent survey revealed that the average family

size for a WCOP participant was six dependents.

2

This

fact poses other problems of a logistical nature for the

participant such as the acquisition of a babysitter or
preparing the evening meal for her family since the

majority of the participants are females with children.
(Forty-nine of the sixty-three participants are females

with children; their median age is thirty-five years.)
In view of this it is mutually beneficial to try and

arrange course schedules either during the school day

when the participants' children are in school or after
the evening meal when there is less of a conflict with

parental obligations.

From the files of the on-site Worcester COP
Worcester, Massachusetts.
20 Irving St.
Director.
2

3

Ibid

3
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A realistic view of the granting of credit for a

"Practicum" or work experience is one of the strengths
of the project.

This strength lies in the fact that grad-

uates of this program will enter professional status with
a

minimum of four years actual classroom experience and

the knowledge of how to function in a classroom acquired

through on-the-job training rather than theoretically

obtained from

a

text in a university classroom.

The courses selected for the fall semester, 1970

were Rhetoric 100 and Urban Community Relations.

The

rationale for offering these particular courses was the
need of the participants for training in the area of

communications skills plus their necessity to understand
the roles of school, home, and community.
As with anything new,

there were problems that

arose, but none of these proved to be insurmountable.

One problem centered upon the physical appearance of one
of the university instructors.

His overall physical image

was such that it was not in keeping with the traditional

appearance of school teachers in the system.

The local

school department objected and it was resolved that in
the future, more emphasis would be placed upon attire and

physical appearance when hiring instructors for work in
the on-site program in Worcester.

This concession was

.
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made in the interest of establishing and maintaining a
good rapport with the local school department.
Two other problems were conspicuous during this

first semester of operation.

They were permissiveness

by one instructor and a condescending attitude by the

other.

Upon close examination on the part of supervisory

personnel from the university and the school department,
it was discovered that one instructor was overcompensating

for the lack of academic talent displayed by some students
by excusing them from assigned work out of sympathy for

their previous mis-education as well as their heavy

family commitments.

This was corrected by the Academic

Coordinator as soon as it was detected.
The other problem, a professor with a condes-

cending attitude, was a bit more difficult to deal with
as it apparently was the result of many years of working

with students that caused the gradual acquisition of an
attitudinal problem that surfaced entirely when this
individual was confronted by a different type of student.
All of this was beneficial to the future of the program as
a gradual understanding was acquired of the realities of

the program as far as the selection of instructors was

concerned
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Formal evaluations conducted by an informal survey of the participants revealed that there was room
for improvement in other areas as well as selecting

proper instructional staff.

From this survey it was made

clear that the participants wanted relevant offerings of
a type that

would not simply equal typical collegiate

offerings but would in fact make them superior to the

traditional graduate.
Under the terms of the original contract with
the University of Massachusetts, the WCOP project could

seek the cooperation of nearby institutes of higher

education in course areas that were not offered by the
university.

4

The spring semester, 1971 contained twelve

credit hours of University of Massachusetts offerings as
well as three credit hours in Early Childhood Education
at a cooperating community college

(Quinsigamond Community

College) and six credit hours at nearby Clark University
in two courses entitled "Ethnic Migration" and "Teams

for Learning."

The University of Massachusetts courses

were "Government," "Rhetoric 140," "Reading Methods" and
the "Practicum."

From the files of the Worcester COP Project
Director, 20 Irving., Worcester, Massachusetts.
4
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The Rhetor ic 140 course was a second semester

offering designed to compliment the Rhetoric 100 course
of the fall semester and at the same time complete the

six hour core curriculum Rhetoric requirement.

The Reading Methods course was designed to provide
the prospective teachers with the tools necessary to be-

come proficient classroom reading instructors and satisfy
one of the requirements of the education section of the

degree as well as

a

state certification requirement.

Both of these courses accomplished their stated goals and
did so with a great deal of success and approval from
all parties concerned.

The Government course on the other hand ran into

some difficulty and became a problem when some of the

students complained about the content of the course and
caused a brief investigation by officials of the local
school department.

The school officials upheld the com-

plaint of the students and requested the university to

intercede and requested the instructor to alter his
syllabus.

The Academic Coordinator complied with this

request but was somewhat stymied by the autonomy of the
instructor and his reluctance to concede.

The outcome of

it all was that the course received a poor rating by both
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students and local school authorities and the image of
the university was damaged to a point that only the

passing of time would heal.
The Practicum went well and featured semi-monthly

discussion groups led by university staff which were
aimed at dealing with the immediate problems facing the

paraprofessionals at their job sites.
During the first year of operation, it was ap-

parent that the project was a learning experience for
all concerned.

credit and

a

Not only did the students gain academic

year of supervised work experience but the

on-site and on-campus staff profited a great deal from
the overall experience.
It was discovered that a great deal of care

should be exercised in selecting the proper instructors
to send on-site in Worcester and consideration had to

be given to the many facets of the problem of surviving
in a closed,

traditional school system which was what

Worcester appeared to be at this point in time.
Also, it became clear that Amherst-based graduate

students could not adequately service the Worcester pro-

gram's needs in the area of work experience supervision or
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undergraduate counseling.

The main reason for this

deficiency centered upon the respective geographic
locations of the university and the city of Worcester

which were separated by approximately sixty miles.
From this it was decided to base two doctoral- level

graduate assistants in Worcester for the second year
of operation.

This would require two resident year

students to live and work each day in Worcester and

commute to the university campus for their graduate
courses, four times a week.

The opportunity was created

to strengthen the bond between Worcester and the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts by making the two doctoral student

slots available to candidates from the city school
system.

Applications were opened to all Worcester

personnel and fourteen candidates responded.

Two quali-

fied candidates were selected by a selection board made
up of local school officials, WCOP Advisory Board members,

the WCOP Director and representatives from the university.

Once again, a program component emerged that proved the
great flexibility of the university and added another unique
facet to WCOP.
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The Second Year of WCOP

The second year of the WCOP project was a period
of modification and improvement based upon the fledging

experiences of a newly born program that had only itself
to look to for guidance and reassurance.

This is a prob-

lem belonging only to the singular or unique since there
was no existing model program to turn to for suggestions

on proper growth procedures.

Fortunately, the Worcester

program drew upon the intellectual resources of local
and university staff and made the necessary adjustments
that were to pave the way for the second year of operation.
The summer session, 1971, marked the entry of
the on-site graduate assistants into the Worcester project.

The first item of business was reviewing each

participant's academic record and the formulation of

written program evaluation for each student.

a

In many

cases, they obtained official transcripts for individual

students, as many had taken courses at other institutions
of higher education but had not yet officially entered

them on their University of Massachusetts program record.
The new graduate assistants learned of the need for

individual counseling sessions with each participant.
This provided the graduate assistants and the students
the opportunity to gain familiarity with every program
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member.

In addition to their counseling duties the

graduate assistants functioned as tutors in the three

undergraduate courses conducted that summer.

One

assistant tutored the students in the Western Literature
course, the other helping out with the Math 110 and both

assisted the participants in the Philosophy course.
By the end of the summer session,

it was decided

to establish a formal system for program evaluation.

Advisory Council formed

a

The

sub-committee for formal pro-

gram evaluation and charged this group with the task of

developing and implementing evaluations of the courses
taught, the program itself, the role of the director and
the on-site graduate assistants.

The target date for

implementing the evaluation process was the end of the
fall semester,

1971.

The theoretical design for the evaluation process
was conceived by the committee and resembled a main body
(WCOP) with several contiguous bodies.

Evaluative in-

struments were written and rewritten until three emerged
that would satisfactorily measure the course work, and the

administration of the program. 5

Fox, "Worcester COP Evaluation Design"
(unpublished paper, University of Massachusetts, 1972),
pp. 4, 5.
5

R.

F.
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The 1971 summer session brought into sharp focus
two features of the WCOP project that set it apart from

traditional on-campus offerings.

Those two features were

the close tutorial and counseling support that each

student received.

Many institutions give lip service to

providing these services, but few universities or programs have developed effective tutoring on a one-to-one
basis.

This suspicion was strengthened at a regional

convention of COP personnel in the summer of 1971 when
the author conversed with Dr. Frank Reissman, noted author

of

U]D

From Poverty and professor at New York University

who upon discovery of the extent of tutorial and counseling support in the Worcester project stated that Worcester

was close to offering the ultimate in higher education.
The opening of classes in the fall of 1971 was

preceded by an extensive interchange between the on-campus
Academic Coordinator, the on-site Project Director and
WCOP Advisory Council's Sub-Committee for Academics.
First, the findings of the graduate assistants' in-

dividual program evaluations were compiled into

a com-

posite report which reflected the overall academic needs
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of the participants.

Next the on-campus Academic Coor-

dinator formulated a list of possible course offerings

based on the needs of the participants and the availability of faculty.

This was submitted to the on-site

Project Director who in turn made recommendations based
on his own observations.

He,

then, submitted this pack-

age to the Sub-Committee for Academics for their approval.

From this refinement process emerged

a

group of courses

that best suited the needs of the WCOP project parti-

cipants

.

The selected courses were:

Introduction to Urban Education
Botany
Reading Methods

Audio-Visual Methods

Practicum 6
The Academic Coordinator made a strong effort

while selecting fall semester instructors to hire only
the best candidates for the teaching posts in the Wor-

cester project.

One criterion for selection was to

determine as well as possible whether or not the candidate

6

1971-72,"
1972)

,

p.

R.

"Worcester COP Evaluation Report
(unpublished paper, University of Massachusetts,

8.

F.

Fox,

,
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adhered to the traditional "self fulfilling prophecy"
that is characteristic of so many educators.

8

7

It was

felt that by eliminating that type instructor, not

only would the WCOP participants fare better in the cognitive aspects of their course work but that close

association with this type instructor would also have an
effect upon the affective domain of teacher attitudes
when they became professional teachers.
After intensive counseling by the on-site staff,
the participants registered for their course work and

fall classes began.

"We believe that if every student

had a very good tutor, most of them would be able to

learn a particular subject to a high degree."

9

In keeping

with this statement, tutors were acquired and made available to all desirous of their services, especially in
Botany, Reading Methods and Introduction to Urban Education

.

0ne third of the students learn adequately;
one third of the students fail or get by; one third of
the students do very well.
7

Handbook on Formative and Summative
Bloom, et al.
Evaluation of Student Learning (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1971)
p. 43.
8

,

,

Handbook on Formative and Summative
Bloom, et al.
Evaluation of Student Learning p. 47.
9

,
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Evaluation of the Fall Semester, 1971
At the conclusion of all academic course
offerings

m

the fall semester of 1971 a formal
evaluation was con-

ducted at a released time meeting for all
participants.
The evaluative instrument (See Appendices F

,

G,

H)was distr

buted and ample time was provided for all to react.
Each student was asked to apply a six point rating
scale
to three different judgment areas of their courses.

Those areas judged were the "Instructor's Knowledge of

Subject Matter," "Instructor's Ability to Convey Subject
Matter," and the "Course Itself."

The rating scale was

set up as follows:
1.

Outstanding

2.

Excellent

3.

Well Satisfied

4.

O.K. But Could Improve

5.

Unsatisfactory

6.

Hopeless

The same scale was applied to other program areas such
as "The General State of Worcester COP,"

"The Administra-

tor of Worcester COP" and the "Tutoring and Counseling

Services of the UMass Graduate Assistants."
The results of these evaluative instruments were

compiled and promulgated by the on-site staff to all

.
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persons involved in the WCOP project.

At this point a

deficiency in the evaluative process was discovered.
The system in use only provided feedback to the instructor group at the end of the semester when it was too

late to make any necessary adjustments that might be

indicated by the results of the evaluation.

Therefore,

the WCOP Advisory Council decided to implement a Mid-

Term Evaluation during the spring semester to provide

instructors with a student evaluation at

a

point in time

when corrections could be made if any were needs.

Appendix

I

(See

)

From the evaluation a number of things could be

determined.

Mainly, how the students were reacting to

the overall program and whether or not they agreed about
the degree of success that the program administrators

believed they had attained.

Secondly, decisions about

instructors could be based on more than the opinion of
the Academic Coordinator.

Third, to discover how the

participants felt about the performance of the new onsite graduate assistants and whether the innovation
had been successful.

The following pages contain a narrative tabular

representation of the fall program.

Each course has a

table depicting the results of the evaluation.
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Methods

In Table 3.1,

the Instructor's

Knowledge of Subject Matter in the course Reading Methods,
it is of interest to note that all of the sixteen students

rated the instructor's knowledge above the mid-point
of the scale.

This indicates a consistently high rating

for this category.

In Table 3.1,

the Instructor's Ability

to Convey Subject Matter in the Reading Methods course,

the students again agreed on a rating above the mid-

point of the scale.

The section, The Course Itself,

indicates a general attitude that the Reading Methods

Course itself could improve in the content area.

This

interpretation was derived from nine of sixteen that
rated the course in the third or fourth category.

Introduction to Urban Education -- The Instructor's Knowledge of Subject Matter in the course Intro-

duction to Urban Education received an overwhelming vote
of confidence by the students as nine of seventeen rated

this area "outstanding" and fifteen of seventeen indi-

cated ratings above the mid-point (See Table 3.2).

The

students were high in their rating of the Instructor's

Ability to Convey Subject Matter in the Urban Education
course as sixteen out of seventeen rated the course above
the mid-point with ten giving it an outstanding rating.
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TABLE 3.1

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE READING
METHODS COURSE

Instructor's Knowledge of
Subject Matter
Rating

,

FALL, 1971

Instructor's Ability to
Convey Subject Matter

Frequency

Rating

Frequency

iH

6

1

5

CN

6

2

6

CO

4

3

5

0

4

0

LD

0

5

0

>£>

0

6

0

The Course Itself

Frequency

Rating
1
2

2

3

7

4

2

5

0

6

0

5

N

16
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TABLE 3.2

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE INTRODUCTION
TO URBAN EDUCATION COURSE, FALL, 1971

Instructor's Knowledge of
Subject Matter
Rating

Instructor's Ability to
Convey Subject Matter

Frequency

Frequency

Rating

h

9

1

10

(N

4

2

4

n

2

3

2

'j'

2

4

1

in

0

5

0

vo

0

6

0

The Course Itself

Frequency

Rating
1

6

2

7

3

3

4

1

5

0

6

0

N

17
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The participants completed the overall good evaluation
for this course by showing sixteen of seventeen students

giving the Course Itself a rating above the mid-point
of the scale.

Botany -- The Botany course received

a

lower

overall rating than either of the previously mentioned
courses.

It was the opinion of the instructor that this

reflected the students' attitude toward the more disciplined Arts and Science courses that deal mainly in the
cognitive domain.

Also, class size in this course was

relatively large (N=36) reducing the possibility of individual attention.

The students rated the Instructor's

Knowledge of Subject Matter quite high with twenty-nine
of the thirty-six rating it above the mid-point as shown
in Table 3.3.

However, their rating of the Instructor's

Ability to Convey Subject Matter reflected

a

opinion with twenty-three issuing

rating.

a

3

or

4

much lower
The

Course Itself was not well received by the participants
as twenty-two rated this category

3

or

4

,

while three

considered the course to be unsatisfactory or hopeless
giving a total of twenty-five out of thirty-six on the
lower portion of the scale.
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TABLE 3.3

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE BOTANY
COURSE, FALL, 1971

Instructor's Knowledge of
Subject Matter
Rating

Frequency

Instructor's Ability to
Convey Subject Matter
Rating

Frequency

i

9

1

CN

13

2

9

CO

7

3

7

4

11
12

0

5

1

0

6

0

—

I

LO

'>£>

3

The Course Itself

Frequency

Rating

1

1
2

8

3

8

4

14

5

2

6

1

N = 36
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Audio-Visual Methods

—

The Audio-Visual Methods

course ratings were similar in some respects to the
ones obtained in the Botany course.

Table 3.4 shows

that the majority of the students felt that the instructor did notknow his subject matter with nine out of ten

responding from mid-point downward.

In Table 3.4,

the

majority rated the Ability of the Instructor to Convey
Subject Matter in the lower area of the scale.

Table

3.4 shows that most felt the course needed improvement

with some stating that it was unsatisfactory.
During the semester all of the course partici-

pants gave high verbal praise to this course and there
was no indication that all was not well.

This rating

came as a complete surprise to the instructor and the

program staff.
Practicum Seminar -- The Practicum Seminars
conducted weekly were the object of the students discontent as illustrated in Table 3.5.

In Table 3.5,

thirty-one of forty-one surveyed indicated that the

offerings were lacking in the area of the Instructor's
Knowledge of Subject Matter while eighteen felt improve-

ment was needed, nine indicated that the instructors
were "unsatisfactory."

The same type of result was
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TABLE 3.4

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE AUDIO-VISUAL
METHODS COURSE, FALL, 1971

Instructor's Knowledge of
Subject Matter
Rating

Instructor's Ability to
Convey Subject Matter

Frequency

Rating

Frequency

P

1

1

2

W

0

2

0

Ul

3

3

3

4

4

3

2

5

2

0

6

0

U1
(Tl

The Course Itself

Frequency

Rating
1

0

2

1

3

2

4

4

5

3

6

0

N

10
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shown where thirty-one again rated the Instructor's

Ability to Convey Subject Matter was "less than adequate."

Table 3.5 rather convincingly indicates the

students' displeasure by showing a majority of ratings

below the mid-point and fifteen stating that the
Course Itself was "unsatisfactory" and four saying that
it was "hopeless."

After reviewing these ratings, the program staff

concluded that a major revision of the Practicum Seminar

offering had to be undertaken before the spring semester.
The General State of Worcester COP -- The

evaluation was an attempt to determine how the students
felt about the program in general and whether major re-

visions were necessary.

Table 3.6 shows that of the

forty participants responding through this evaluative

instrument, a majority of thirty- three rated the program

above the mid-point of the scale.

A small segment in-

dicated a need for improvement while one person felt
that the program was "unsatisfactory."

It was felt that

this was a healthy reaction and gave evidence not only
of success but of a concern on behalf of the students
to improve the program.
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TABLE 3.5

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE PRACTICUM
SEMINAR COURSE, FALL, 1971

Instructor's Knowledge of
Subject Matter
Rating

Instructor's Ability to
Convey Subject Matter

Frequency

Frequency

Rating

rH

3

cm

7

1
2

ro

4

3

7

18

4

16

lo

9

5

8

>sD

0

6

0

*^r

3
4

The Course Itself

Frequency

Rating
1

2

2

2

3

3

4

5

14
15

6

4

N

41
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TABLE 3.6

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE GENERAL STATE
OF WORCESTER COP, FALL, 1971

Rating

1

15

2

5

3
4

13

5

1
0

6

6

N = 40

Administrator of the Worcester COP

—

This

survey, as shown in Table 3.7, indicated that the parti-

cipants felt that the Program Director was doing

a

good

job as thirty-seven of the thirty-nine respondents rated
the director above the mid-point.

Two students felt

that there was a need for the director to improve.
TABLE 3.7

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR
OF WORCESTER COP

(Dr.

George Melican)

FALL, 1971

Frequency

Rating

20

1
2

5

3

12

4

2

5

0

6

0

N = 39

8

.
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Tutoring and Counseling Services, UMass Graduat e

Assistants

—

Separate ratings for the two graduate

assistants, W. B. Hynes and

R.

F.

Tables 3.8 and 3.9 respectively.

Fox are shown in

Table 3.8 shows that

twenty-eight of the thirty students counseled and tutored
by W. B. Hynes rated his services above the scale's mid-

point with only two indicating improvement was needed.
Table 3.9 indicates a similar student reaction
to the services of graduate assistant R. F. Fox with

twenty-six of the twenty-eight rating him above the midpoint of the scale and again two felt that he needed

improvement
These consistently high ratings of the two

graduate assistants gave evidence that the innovation
of stationing university support personnel on-site was
a

program improvement.
TABLE

3

TABLE 3.9

.

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE TU-

TUTORING AND COUNSELING

TORING AND COUNSELING

SERVICES, UMASS GRAD ASS
W.

B.

'T

Hynes, Fall, 1971

Frequency

Rating

SERVICES, UMASS GRAD ASS'T
F.

R.

Fox, Fall,

1971

Frequency

Rating

8

6

1
2

3

14

3

13

4

2

4

2

0

5

0

0

6

0

1
2

8

5
6

N

30

5

N = 28
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Based on the feedback from the participants at
the end of the fall semester, 1971, some segments of the

program needed to be modified and improved if the program were to continue its vertical ascent toward overall excellence.

One area that definitely needed revision was
the Practicum Seminar as indicated by the poor eval-

uation given to it by the participants.

At a meeting

of the WCOP Advisory Board, the on-site director and

the on-campus coordinator, it was decided to reduce
the number of seminars to eight on a semi-monthly meeting schedule.

The rationale behind this reduction was that

the frequency of meeting weekly had lessened the moti-

vation of the participants and weakened the offerings

because of difficulty in obtaining keynote speakers
for every meeting.

Better eight outstanding seminar

leaders than sixteen mediocre ones.
It was resolved that efforts would be made to

reduce class size to a maximum of twenty-five to one.
This decision was reached after reviewing the results
of the Botany course where thirty-six were enrolled.
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A meeting of the WCOP Adivsory Board Sub-

committee for Evaluation concluded that it was necessary to implement a Mid-Term Evaluation for each

course so that instructors would be provided the op-

portunity to effect changes in their programs if such
was indicated.

This was viewed as a very worthwhile

addition to the program's quest for excellence.

Also,

it was decided that a composite report of the full

year's operation should be compiled in view of the

availability of evaluative data and the obvious need
to gather all of the loose ends of the program into

one comprehensive document.
The spring semester, 1972, consisted of four

courses offered on-site in Worcester by University of

Massachusetts faculty.
Psychology,

(2)

The courses were:

Elementary Methods,

hood Methods, and

(4)

Practicum.

(3)

(1)

Child

Early Child-

These courses were

typical of previous WCOP offerings wherein they were
"sheltered" offerings, in other words only WCOP students

were allowed to enroll.
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Mid-Term Evaluation
Because of the earlier decision by the WCOP

Advisory Council to implement a Mid-Term Evaluation
of courses in progress,

it was necessary for the Wor-

cester COP Sub-Committee for Evaluation to construct
an evaluative instrument and implement it by the eighth

week or mid-point of the spring semester.
ment was developed (See Appendix

I)

The instru-

and administered

in each course except the Practicum where it was

decided to rely solely on feedback solicited verbally
at the conclusion of each session.

This decision was

based on the fact that each of the Practicum Seminars
was different in content and staff and it would be

extremely difficult to evaluate each offering with

a

formal instrument.
The stated rationale for this mid-course eval-

uation was to try and determine the reaction of the students in regard to the relevancy and quality of the
courses. This was to be done early enough to allow feed-

back to the instructors to provide them with an opportunity to effect change if the evaluations reflected

a

need for that.
The evaluative instrument sought a reaction to

four basic questions.

Those questions were:

(1)

Is this
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course relevant to your needs and equal to your expec-

tations?

(2)

Is the text, or other instructional

material, appropriate and pertinent to the pursuit of
the course?

(3)

Are the assignments realistic and of

value to you as a student in this subject area?
(4)

and

Do you feel that the methods of evaluation are a

fair test of your abilities in the content area of
this course?

Mid-Term Evaluation, Elementary Methods

—

The

results of this evaluation in the course, Elementary
Methods (See Table 3.10) indicated that the majority
of students felt that the course was relevant and

they were satisfied with the offering.

question

2,

In answer to

again the majority of students indicated

that the instructional materials were satisfactory.

Question

3

showed a slight drop in the affirmative sense

concerning the worth of assignments but once more the
numerical majority gave a favorable response.

The final

question dealing with in-course testing dropped even
further in affirmative responses than any of the previous
questions, but most students gave an affirmative reply.
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TABLE 3.10

MID-TERM EVALUATION FOR THE ELEMENTARY
METHODS COURSE, SPRING, 1972

Interpreted Responses:

Affirmative
Rel

Sat

Negative
19

3

Instr Mats

18

4

Assignments

16

6

Evaluation

14

8

&

N = 22

Mid-Term Evaluation, Child Psychology -- The
results of the mid-term evaluation for the Child Psy-

chology course revealed in three out of four categories

investigated that one-third or more of the students
were dissatisfied with the existing offering (See Table
3.11).

Upon closer investigation the on-site staff was

able to discover the specific reasons for this reaction.
Some fo the dissatisfaction stemmed from the on-site

location of the class, a large elementary building that
tended to be rather noisy, and the indiscriminate use
of the speaker system by building staff caused innumerable

interruptions and delay.

This uncontrollable noise
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factor coupled with the unusually soft
speaking voice
of the instructor caused many of the
students great
concern as they could not hear the lecture
or discussion
in progress.

This factor alone was responsible for the

negative response of thirty-three per cent of the
participants

.

TABLE 3.11

MID-TERM EVALUATION FOR THE CHILD
PSYCHOLOGY COURSE, SPRING, 1972
Interpreted Responses:

Affirmative
Rel

Sat

Negative
26

16

Instr Mats

32

10

Assignments

27

15

Evaluation

28

14

&

N = 42

Mid-Term Evaluation, Early Childhood Methods -- The
evaluation of the Early Childhood Methods course (See
Table 3.12) proved to be very helpful to the instructor in
regard to making the course more effective.

The students

:
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indicated that two areas needed modification, one was
the type of instructional materials in use and
the other

was the method of testing used by the professor.

TABLE 3.12

MID-TERM EVALUATION FOR THE EARLY
CHILDHOOD METHODS COURSE,
SPRING, 1972

Interpreted Responses

Affirmative
Rel

Sat

Negative
20

5

Instr Mats

12

13

Assignments

16

9

Evaluation

12

13

&

N = 25

It was the collective opinion of the personnel

involved in the WCOP operation that the worth of the

mid-term evaluation had been established in view of the
results obtained.

The opportunity to effect mid-course

modifications rather than allowing the deficiencies to run
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unchecked until the regular conclusion of the semester
was a valid addition.
The implementation of an evaluative instrument

that provided feedback from student to professor to

effect course modification tended to go hand-in-hand

with Silberman's view in Crisis in the Classroom that
so many of our college professors were narcissistic in

their views about the nature and content of their offerings.

10

WCOP has tried to change this by asking that

professors listen to the students and pay heed to their
suggestions for improvement.
This type of program innovation is in keeping

with the overall philosophy of COP to improve urban education for children by providing them with teachers that
not only are better equipped to communicate with inner-

city children but are also better equipped to do the job.

Final Evaluation, Spring Semester, 1972
The spring semester was concluded by a final

written evaluation of each course offered, including the
Practicum which was omitted from the mid-term evaluation.
The instrument used (See Appendices F, G,

one used at the end of the fall semester.

10 Silberman,

was the same

H)

Ample time was

Crisis in the Classroom

,

p.

10.
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provided at a release time meeting and students were
advised that it was not mandatory to sign each test
instrument, that this was optional on their part.

Each

student was asked to apply a six point rating scale to
three different judgment areas of their courses.

Those

areas judged were the "Instructor's Knowledge of Subject

Matter," "Instructor's Ability to Convey Subject Matter,"
and "The Course Itself."
as follows:

Satisfied,

(1)
(4)

factory, and

0.

(6)

The rating scale was set up

Outstanding,
K.

(2)

Excellent,

but Could Improve,

Hopeless.

(5)

(3)

Well

Unsatis-

The same rating scale was

applied to other program areas such as "The General State
of Worcester COP," "The Administrator of Worcester COP,"

and the "Tutoring and Counseling Services of the UMass

Graduate Assistants."
The following is a narrative representation of
the spring program.

Each course has a table depicting

the results of the evaluation.

Child Psychology

—

In Table 3.13, the frequency

table for the Child Psychology course showed that the

negative attitude of the students as discovered during
the mid-term evaluation had resulted in a rating below
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TABLE 3.13

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE CHILD PSYCHOLOGY
COURSE, SPRING, 1972

Instructor's Knowledge of
Subject Matter
Rating

Instructor's Ability to
Convey Subject Matter

Frequency

Rating

Frequency

rH

5

1

cn

6

2

0

ro

8

3

7

2

8

4

15

Ln

2

5

5

vx>

0

6

0

^

The Course Itself

Frequency

Rating

4

1
2
3
4
5
6

3

12
10
0
0

N

29

.
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the mid point of the scale by the same thirty-three
per

cent was apparent that the students’ dissatisfaction

with the course did not change after the mid-course modifications were implemented.
The majority of the students felt that the in-

structor could not convey his subject matter due to
an unusually high noise level in the building and a very

soft voice quality that was difficult to hear.

These

problems plus the inability of the on-site staff to change
the site of the class caused the poor rating that was

received
The attitude of the students toward the overall

offering was reflected with thirty-three per cent again

indicating that improvement was needed and

a like num-

ber refusing to rate the course any higher than a

3.

Only a small percentage considered the course worthy
of a high

1

or

2

rating.

Elementary Methods -- The course, Elementary
Methods, received one of the highest ratings of the

group of courses offered during the spring semester,
1972.

Ratings for this course were consistently above

the mid-point of the rating scale in all three areas of

evaluation.

Table 3.14 showed that all of the responses
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TABLE 3.14

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE ELEMENTARY
METHODS COURSE, SPRING, 1972

Instructor's Knowledge of
Subject Matter
Rating

Instructor's Ability to
Convey Subject Matter

Frequency

Rating

Frequency

H

7

cm

5

1
2

7

n

4

3

4

^

0

4

0

in

0

5

0

u)

0

6

0

5

The Course Itself

Frequency

Rating
1

5

2

5

3

5

4
5
6

1
0

0

N = 16
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iftto

the first three categories with the largest

number occurring in the number one slot.

The student

response to the Instructor's Ability to Convey Subject

Matter was similar to their response on the Instructor's
Knowledge of Subject Matter inasmuch as the ratings did
not dip below the mid-point of the rating scale and were

evenly distributed among the top three ratings.

The

ratings of the Course Itself were very consistent with
the first three ratings drawing identical responses and
for the first time in the evaluation of this course one

person indicated that improvement was needed.
Early Childhood Methods

—

Methods course was the recipient of
the WCOP students.

The Early Childhood
a

high rating by

Table 3.15 shows that all partici-

pants considered this to be an excellent course by rating
the course above the mid-point of the scale with the

majority (eighteen of twenty-one) occurring in rating
categories

1

and

2.

The students' response to the Ability

of the Instructor to Convey Subject Matter was very favor-

able with a resounding nineteen of twenty-one issuing a
1

or

2

rating.

The rating of the Course itself showed a

slight dip providing evidence that the students felt the

course could improve slightly but the majority (fifteen
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TABLE 3.15

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE EARLY CHILDHOOD
METHODS COURSE, SPRING, 1972

Instructor's Knowledge of
Subject Matter
Rating

Instructor's Ability to
Convey Subject Matter

Frequency

Rating

Frequency

i

8

1

12

CM

10

2

7

CO

3

3

2

<3*

0

4

0

LO

0

5

0

<*0

0

6

0

—

|

The Course Itself

Frequency

Rating
1

5

2

10

3

3

4

3

5

0

6

0

N = 21
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of twenty-one)

still gave a

1

or

rating, while for the

2

first time, three went below the mid-point and stated

that improvement was needed.

Practicum-Seminar -- The ratings for the PracticumSeminar were very satisfactory (See Table 3.16) and reflected overall satisfaction with the modifications that

were implemented during the spring offering.

The majority

of responses remained in the top three ratings throughout

all categories checked with only a small number of re-

sponses below the mid-point.

Administrative Ratings -- The student evaluation
of the program, on-site director and UMass Graduate

Assistants

(

See Tables 3.17-3.20)

for the spring semester,

1972 clearly stated a consistently high degree of satis-

faction on their part.

Most of the ratings in each

category occurred between points

1

and

3

on the rating

scale with the largest number occurring in the number
1

or "Outstanding" rating.

It was concluded therefore

that the vast majority of participants were pleased with
the overall program operation.
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TABLE 3.16

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE PRACTICUM
SEMINAR COURSE, SPRING, 1972

Instructor's Knowledge of
Subject Matter
Rating

Instructor's Ability to
Convey Subject Matter

Frequency

rH

Rating

Frequency
11

9

1

<N

8

2

9

ro

14

3

11

2

4

2

LD

0

0

KO

0

5
6

^

0

The Course Itself

Frequency

Rating
1
2

8

3

15

7

4

2

5

1
0

6

N

33

T
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TABLE 3.17

TABLE 3.18

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE
GENERAL STAFF OF WORCESTER
COP, SPRING,

1972

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE
ADMINISTRATOR OF THE WORCESTER
COP, (Dr. George Mel.ican)
,

SPRING, 1972

Rating

Frequency

Rating

1
2

24

1

23

2

2

6

3

8

3

6

4

1

4

0

5

0

5

0

6

0

6

0

N = 35

N

TABLE 3.19

B.

'

Hynes, Spring, 1972

Frequency

Rating

==

35

TABLE 3.20

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE
TUTORING AND COUNSELING
SERVICES, UMASS GRAD ASS
W.

Frequency

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR THE
TUTORING AND COUNSELING
SERVICES, UMASS GRAD ASS'T
F.

R.

Fox, Spring,

1972

Frequency

Rating

1
2

14

1
2

16

6

3

6

3

5

4

1
0
0

4

2

5

0

6

0

5
6

N

27

6

N

29
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The spring semester, 1972 saw the introduction

of a Mid-Term Evaluation for the express purpose of

ensuring relevancy in the courses and providing a com-

munications link between staff and student to effect
course modification.

A comparison of the mid-term

rating with the final rating of the course Child Psy-

chology revealed that the negative attitude discovered
at mid-term did not subside but, in fact, increased

even though strong attempts were made to rectify the

problems that were prominent in the course.

The

consistency of ratings remained high in the Elementary
Methods offering as there was no deviation from the
high rating at mid-term to the one obtained at the

conclusion of the course.
The pattern of consistency was broken with the

noted vertical movement in the student ratings of the
Early Childhood Methods Course.

Mid-term ratings revealed

that the course was experiencing some difficulties and

changes were made that resulted in an overall superior

rating at the end of the semester.

This was significant

because it supported the value and validity of the imple-

mentation of the mid-term evaluation.
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A Collective Evaluation Report
on Worcester COP by the Support Agencies

At the conclusion of the WCOP Spring Semester,
1972 evaluations were solicited from all community

agencies that were in contact with WCOP.
An evaluative instrument was constructed using
the following questions and mailed to all pertinent

agencies.

A response of fifty per cent was experienced

in the return of the instrument to the Worcester office.

The type of instrument used did not lend itself
to an objective compilation of information.

Therefore,

it was necessary to digest the information and present
it as a summary of the responses obtained.

In answer to Question

1

,

What effect is WCOP

having upon the attitudes of the children of the community?, the collective answers indicated that there was
a

positive effect noted in the children's attitudes.

This was attributed to the presence of a familiar, under

standing person and the increase in attention to individ
ual children in the classrooms with the WCOP parapro-

fessionals that the aides worked in.

Question

2,

What effect are WCOP aides having

upon the education of children in their respective programs?

The collective answers indicated that empathy
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was the aides' strength and this gave the children an

increased feeling of actually taking part in the educational program.

Question

3

,

Has WCOP had a pronounced effect

on the outlooks and attitudes of the participants?

collective answers indicated there was

a

The

pronounced

effect on the outlooks and attitudes of the participants
in specific areas such as being able to link individual

and group experience to theory as well as gaining a

great amount of self-confidence.

Question

4

,

Do you believe that WCOP has had any

effect on the participant's family?

The collective

answers indicated that the participants' experiences

were reflected in the family.

The COP participants

discovered that it is possible to "make it" and receive
support of a type hitherto unknown, and they are not in
fact alone and hopeless.

Question

5,

Do you feel that WCOP has altered the

current economic situation of the participants in
tive manner?

a

posi-

The collective responses indicated that no

immediate effect had been noted, but most felt that the

acquisition of

a

college degree would affect the partici-

pants' economic situation.
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Question

6

Do you feel that WCOP participants

,

have experienced a change in their relationships with

community members?

One agency flatly stated, NO, while

others felt that there had been a negative reaction
toward WCOP participants by the community because of a
lack of understanding of the program.

Question

7

,

of the current WCOP?

Would you recommend the continuation
All answers were in the affirmative

backed up by the sentiment that a cessation of the program would constitute a great loss to Worcester.

Question

8

,

Would you like to see this type of

program extend into areas other than education?

The

answers were overwhelmingly in the affirmative.

Sug-

gestions ranged from vocational to higher education.
Question

9

,

General Comments.

The collective

thoughts expressed here were that the WCOP Program owed
its success to the enthusiastic leadership generated by

the participants.

11

An Evaluation of WCOP by the

Worcester School Department
The evaluation of the WCOP Program by the Worcester

School Department included a series of classroom observations.

Each teaching team (cooperating teacher and

HFrom
WCOP.

the Files of the Project Director, Worcester
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paraprof essional) was visited, by the evaluator's between
four and six times.

The purposes of these on-site ob-

servations was to document the nature of the use of
the teacher aides, and to determine the effect of their

presence on classroom structure, environment, and degree
of individual attention provided to the students.
In order to simplify the documentation and pre-

sentation of situations observed, classroom activities

were broken down into observable activities.

The design

was based on anticipated classroom structure and activity
so as to ensure an accurate record and description of

the classroom situations.
The following narrative presents a detailed

description of each category represented.

In conjunc-

tion with the description, the frequency of each type
of activity observed and any relevant teacher or

teacher aide comments are cited.

Table 3.21 summarizes

the frequency that each activity was observed in all

classes.

Table 3.22 is a classification of the aides

based on the nature of activities in which they were

observed to be more frequently engaged.

5

:
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TABLE 3.21

FREQUENCY EACH ACTIVITY OBSERVED

Activity

-

ACROSS CLASSES

Number of Times
Observed

Teacher conducted lesson
with aide assisting:
Reading
Math

3

12

Aide conducted lesson:
Reading
Math
Other

47
16
23

Aide provided individual
assistance

Reading
Math
Other

Materials preparation
Clerical
Correcting tests-papers-workbooks
Blackboards and bulletin boards
Room management
Monitoring classroom
Watching lesson
Miscellaneous duties
Inactive
Absent from room

16
14
29

40
1

21
0
7
5
8
3

1

30
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TABLE 3.22

DISTRIBUTION OF AIDES BY MOST FREQUENTLY
OBSERVED ACTIVITIES

Most Frequently Observed Activity
Small Group Instruction;
Individual Assistance to pupils

Number of Aides

25

Small Group Instruction;
Materials preparation, clerical
test, paper, workbook correction

5

Small Group Instruction;
General assistance to teacher

6

General Assistance to teacher;
Individual assistance to pupils

5

General assistance to teacher;
Materials preparation, clerical,
test, paper, workbook correction

4

Individual assistance to pupils;
Materials preparation, clerical,
test, paper, workbook correction

7

Individual assistance to pupils only

1

Materials preparation, clerical,
test, paper, workbook correction only
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Instructional Activities

—

General Assistance

in a Teacher Conducted Lesson -- In a classroom situa-

tion the teacher frequently presented a formal lesson
to the entire class or to a selected portion of the class.

While the teacher was in the process of conducting the
lesson, the teacher aide was engaged in a number of

auxiliary tasks in an effort to provide assistance.
Where teacher/teacher aide planning

is not extensive,

the teacher aide's role consisted of distribution of

materials and assistance in explaining instructions or
in answering the questions of individual students.

When

additional planning was evident the teacher aide contributed significantly to the presentation of the lesson.
This situation was found to occur where the teacher and

teacher aide enjoyed a good working relationship and where
the teacher had confidence in the teacher aide's abilities.
In other instances, this was observed more frequently in

such subjects as art, music, or organized play.

Activity of this nature, aide assisting in a
teacher conducted lesson, was observed quite frequently.
Generally, the aides were utilized in other ways.

This

was easily understandable since it was difficult to coor-

dinate or integrate the efforts of two individuals in
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presenting

a

lesson.

Often, after the teacher or aide

had completed the formal presentation of a lesson, the

aide would walk throughout the classroom providing

assistance to those students who needed it.

Few com-

ments by teachers were directed to this particular use
of the teacher aides.

Aide Conducted Lessons

—

During the course of the

on-site visitation most teacher aides were observed to
conducte their own small or large group lessons, but

with varying frequency.

The majority of teacher aides

conduct a small group reading lesson on

a

daily basis.

These lessons are most frequently planned and supervised
by the teacher, although some teachers have encouraged
the teacher aides to participate in the planning of

their lessons.

Through a process of planning and moni-

toring, the aide's conducting of the lesson these teachers

have confirmed the adequacy of the teacher aide's abilities
for this responsibility.

The size of the reading groups

ranged from two to thirteen students, with most groups in-

cluding four to nine students.

In some instances the

teacher aide always taught the same reading group; in

other classes, groups were rotated between the teachers
and the teacher aides.

The majority of the aides' lessons
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were observed to involve the introduction and reading
of a story,

followed by a question and discussion period.

The second most frequently observed teacher aide-

conducted lesson was arithmetic.

Fewer than one-half as

many sessions in mathematics were observed, primarily
because fewer aides conduct
ematics class.

a

regularly scheduled math-

Lessons in mathematics were more often

designed as reinforcement of teacher conducted lessons
for the slower students.

With few exceptions, the num-

ber of students included was between three and eight.

Especially in the primary grades the lessons were concentrated on the learning of basic number facts.

Aide-conducted lessons in language arts, art,
and writing were observed less frequently.

The language

arts lessons, when conducted by the aide, were similar
to the mathematics lessons in that they usually provided

reinforcement of previously presented material for the
slower students.
The facilities and circumstances under which the

teacher aides conducted lessons varied.
were fortunate enought to use
room in the basement.

coatrooms

a

Several aides

separate classroom or a

Some conducted their lessons in

or in the hallway.

However, the majority of

10 7

the teacher aides are required to utilize a corner of the

classroom space.

In other cases a harmonious situation

has evolved between the teacher and teacher aide.

This

use of the classroom appears to have presented little

difficulty for the students.
It is toward this type of teacher aide service

that most teachers directed their comments.

With few

exceptions the teachers have indicated that the aides are
a

valuable asset in providing more individualized in-

struction.

Many have stated that the presence of the

teacher aide has allowed them to significantly increase
the number of reading and mathematics groups available
for the children and that, without this assistance, they

would be unable to conduct the number of levels of instruction they feel are required.

In several instances

experienced teachers felt that the assistance provided
by the teacher aide had allowed their students to sur-

pass levels of achievement of previous groups of students.

Individual Assistance -- Two types of individual

assistance were observed to be provided by the teacher
aides.

The first involved highly individualized remedial

assistance provided for a significant period of time
(fifteen minutes to one hour)

.

This particular type of
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situation was most often encountered where the teacher

requested that the teacher aide provide remedial assistance for a specific child.

The material to be rein-

forced was generally prepared by the teacher and presented
by the teacher aide.

Many of the teachers stated that

this type of assistance allowed the slowest students to

keep up with the rest of the class.

Subjects most fre-

quently tutored were reading, mathematics, and language
arts;

in the primary grades phonics and number facts

received priority.
The second type of individual assistance involved
a

shorter time span and was less remedial in nature.

It

was most frequently observed to occur following a lesson

conducted by the teacher or teacher aide.

After the

material had been presented and the students were given
their assignments, the teacher aide circulated around
the classroom and provided individual students with assis-

tance as necessary.

On many occasions this began with an

explanation of instructions or basic concepts.

Continuous

assistance was provided to several individuals who were
having difficulty.

The teacher aide might provide this

individual assistance concurrently with the teacher.
teachers were often observed to engage in this type of

(The

.
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activity by themselves.)

However, the teacher might

prepare other work, or initiate another group lesson.
Statements by the teachers indicated that pro-

vision of individual assistance by the aides, the
second most frequently observed activity, allowed them
to present more material without neglecting those

students having some difficulty with the work.

Independent Functions -- A wide range of duties
was included in this category of service.

It involved

any independent work the teacher aide engages in which

involves materials to be used in classroom instruction.

Generally these tasks were performed at the specific
request of the teacher.

Those activities most frequently

observed were preparation of work sheets, dittos, flash
cards, picture cards, games, art materials, and special

projects.

It was the most common independent function

observed.

The duration of the preparation varied greatly,

from ten minutes to more than an hour.

Several teachers

expressed appreciation for this type of assistance, which
they felt freed them to engage in more direct student

contact
The aides were given varying shares of the respon-

sibility of correcting students' work.

With the exception

.
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of materials preparation, more of the teacher aides'
time was spent on paper correction than on any other

independent function.

In most instances they were

observed correcting worksheets and workbooks.

Several

of the teachers said that through this assistance they

were able to keep up with the students' progress and
maintain an awareness of the students' weaknesses.
Clerical duties performed by the teacher aides

included maintaining school records, grades, scores,
and,

on rare occasions, office work.

Clerical assistance

was the third most frequently observed independent function.

A few teachers expressed appreciation that the

aides were performing these duties.

On one occasion a teacher aide was observed to

assist in the preparation of a classroom bulletin board.
The category of Room Management was where the

teacher aide was involved in activities such as room

rearrangement and organization.

This occurred only

infrequently

Whenever the teacher was found to be alone with
the children in the classroom, without instruction occurring,

it was designated as classroom monitoring.

a few

examples of this activity were observed.

Only

Ill

Watching a teacher-conducted lesson differed from
mere inactivity in that the teacher aide was specifically

observing the lesson for the purpose of self-improvement.
Aides were occasionally observed to engage in this activity.

Miscellaneous duties were those teacher aide activ-

ities which did not fit into any other category.

three occasions was this category noted.

On only

The teacher

aides were observed to be inactive only two times during
the observation periods.

The observation form reveals a relatively high

number of instances where the teacher aide was not present in the classroom.

Many explanations for these

absences are possible.

The class may have been on a field

trip or out of the room for a special project.

The

teacher aide may have been absent from school or performing some one-time duty.

Frequently, they were absent

as a result of their participation in the WCOP Program.

This was the only circumstance under which some teachers

complained about the aide's absence.

Distribution of Teacher Aide's Activities -- The
primary objective for the provision of a teacher aide
in the classroom is to increase the amount of individual

assistance provided to selected disadvantaged students.
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In order to ensure effective use of the teacher aides,

they must engage in activities involving direct student
contact.

Therefore, those situations in which

a

dis-

proportionate amount of the teacher aides' time is consumed
by independent functions, including materials preparation,

clerical, test, paper, or workbook correction, and general

assistance to teachers, reflect ineffective and inappropriate use of their services.

Six teacher aides were

judged to be used primarily in non-instructional activities; another twenty-three judged to spend as much as one-

half of their time in independent activities.
The remaining twenty-six teacher aides were judged
to spend the majority of their time conducting small group

lessons or providing individual assistance to selected
students.

This use of the teacher aides' service is

appropriate for the program objectives.

However, it

should be mentioned that since the teacher aides do not

necessarily work with a limited number of selected disadvantaged children, their service does not in all instances meet the specifications of the Title
for the use of aides.

I

guidelines
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Summary
The success of the historical development of

WCOP is reflected in its on-going evaluation which
includes feedback from the program's participants, ad-

ministration, and the Worcester Public School System.
The evaluation represents only

a

mid-stream assessment

of the program's value because it covers just the first

two fully completed years of the four year program;

however, the evaluative process has also served a valuable

guidance function and is projected to continue to do so.
The sum of the collected data and other responses

indicates that the program is successful.

For the first

time in the program's short history, sufficient evidence

exists from which
obtained.

a

logical set of conclusions can be

Four such conclusions predominate.

First, the overall program was highly rated by
all participating parties during the Fall,

1972 semesters.

1971 and Spring,

This rating could only be achieved by a

concerted effort on behalf of the WCOP administration,
the University of Massachusetts, and the Worcester Public

School System.
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Second, the university has developed a relevant

training component as indicated by the consistently high
ratings of the program's participants and the general
praise of the school system.
Third, the evaluation suggests that WCOP is having
an impact on the community.

All of the cooperating

community agencies indicated that they felt WCOP was

a

worthwhile venture that was having a favorable effect
upon the community.
Fourth, the school system felt very strongly

that WCOP was a valuable addition to the local educa-

tional complex and was having a very positive effect upon

education in the target area schools.
Finally, it is evident that WCOP had

a

successful

year of operation during 1971-1972 and that its success

was contingent upon the successful coordination of the

components that are indigenous to a Career Opportunities
Program.

The full impact of these components and those

developed by WCOP is the subject of Chapter IV.

CHAPTER

IV

THE WORCESTER CAREER OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM:
IMPACT AND EXEMPLARY FEATURES
The WCOP project, like all COP projects, was

designed to cope with

a

variety of problems which plague

urban schools and the communities they serve.

The pur-

pose of this chapter is to identify those problems and

analyze the impact WCOP has had on them in its first two
years of operation.

To be sure,

-- problems identified and solved

results of WCOP

'

s

some positive antennas

—

intent and purpose.

were the direct
Other outcomes

resulted from specific project problems confronted and
solved during WCOP development and implementation.

Still

others, unidentified at the project's outset but per-

sisting in Worcester as in most urban school systems,

were indirect byproducts of the project.
One of the obvious benefits that WCOP offered
to its participants was the opportunity to acquire academic

training and a job in a career field that offered vertical
economic mobility.

The importance of this opportunity

must be stressed as this was not

a

program that would

temporarily prop the inner-city resident on the wobbly

,
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legs of unearned income and food handouts; rather it

offered the tangible, stable elements of professional
training and a paid job situation.

This program was

1

not a temporary halt to the miseries of the inner-city

dweller but

a

more permanent solution to their economic

condition.
The program was able to accomplish this only by

smashing down some traditional barriers that had blocked
the routes of access to higher education for the mis-

educated residents of the inner-city.

WCOP did this by

utilizing the "open-entry" admissions policy which capitalizes on the thought expressed by Bloom, Hastings, an

Madaus that "We believe that if every student had a very
good tutor, most of them would be able to learn

a

parti-

cular subject to a high degree.

Open-entry admissions, plus tutorial support and
very close counseling services proved to be the factors in
this project that resulted in a program that was sensible

and successful.

Robert J. Havighurst, "Social Class and Education,
American E ducation ed. by Stan Dropkin, et
Contemporary
in
The Macmillan Company, 1965), p. 288.
York:
al. (New
,

Ben j amin S. Bloom, J. Thomas Hastings, George F.
Madaus, Handbook on Formative and Summative Evaluation of
Student Learning (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 19/1
2

)

p.

47.
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This project in addition to offering a viable

means of economic growth to its participants also offered
a

viable means of economic growth to its participants

also offered a solution to a problem that confronted
the whole community.

School-community relations have

been noticeably deteriorating in recent years due, in
the main, to poor communications between the two parties.
Far too often the schools become impregnable

fortresses staffed by educational elitists who, like
feudal lords, dictated to their subjects in a manner
that promoted fear, hatred and distrust among their
"loyal" subjects.

These impenetrable defenses, erected

by the white, middle-class non-resident educators, ef-

fectively turned away the unworthy and created

between school and community.

a

breach

Community residents, them-

selves products of this dictatorship and properly in-

doctrinated in the docility training conducted there,
cowered in their urban tenements dutifully accepting the

self-fulfilling prophecy that constituted their miseducation.

The WCOP project was an attempt to end this

domination and afforded community residents the opportunity
to enter and take an active role in their schools

.

Urban

schools now had direct links to the community; two-way

communication was a reality.

.
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WCOP is not an attempt to gain community control of schools, but it is an attempt to give the community

and school stronger ties and more effective means of

communications
A third benefit of the WCOP project, identifiable
at the conclusion of the second year of operation, was
the increase in services available to the children in
the classrooms aided by WCOP paraprof essionals

.

Growth

in this area was detected by on-site observation by pro-

ject staff members who visited the classrooms and ob-

served the aides at work and discussed the overall

operation with cooperating teachers and building administrators.

Generally, there was a noted increase in

involvement and service to the children from the first

year of operation to

the

conclusion of the second year.

The first year usually consisted of the parapro-

fessional being kept away from contact with the children
by restricting the aides activities to clerical type

duties.

This could be called a typical "entry level"

reaction by the teacher toward an "outsider" invading the
"sacrosanct" domain of the previously autonomous classroom.

As time passed and relations improved the teachers

.
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adopted attitudes of trust and began to allow the WCOP
aides to take part in educational activities.

This

improvement gained momentum after the first year of

operation when it became apparent that the aides were
acquiring teaching skills and knowledge from their

university course work.

Cooperating teachers actually

became strong supporters of their co-workers once this
point was reached.

The threat posed by the entry of

urban parents dissipated as they repeatedly proved
their worth by performing meaningful tasks in a very

professional manner.
The exact value of the WCOP paraprof essionals
in improving the education of children is not possible
to determine.

But,

a strong

argument can be made that

their presence in the classroom enhanced rather than

detracted from the existing educational process.
of the trained aide,

Because

it was possible to reduce the pupil-

teacher ratio in many areas of study and in many cases free

either the aide or the teacher to lend one-to-one tutorial

assistance to the pupils.

Small group and even individual-

ized instruction became a reality and slowly the urban

teachers in Worcester abandoned the self-fulfilling

prophecy

.
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Seymour B. Sarason, in his book, The Culture of
School and the Problem of Change

t

pointed out the

inadequacies of the "lonely" teacher and how difficult
it is for an individual teacher to cope with the wide

range of abilities in any classroom situation and presents a logical argument for the use of paraprof essionals
in education.

Sarason states that previous attempts to

ease this dissonance took the form of increased segregation of children by creating

"

special classes" or the

advent of new personnel in the form of specialists who
are usually unhelpful or unsympathetic to the needs of
the children or the teacher.

3

The WCOP project does

benefit the teacher and the children by providing helpful
and sympathetic assistance.

Sarason was also critical in his book about previous attempts to implement teacher aide programs because
they did not involve the most important persons in their

planning -- the teachers.

He feels that the teachers

should not be included for the sake of involvement or

courtesy but because their involvement makes it more likely

Seymour B Sarason, The Culture of the School and
Allyn & Bacon, Inc.,
the Problem of Change (Boston:
155
1971)
p.
3

,
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that they will assume responsibility and not defer it
to others.

Rather, it is more likely that problems of

attitude and goals will surface and be dealt with.

WCOP

increases the chance that the alternative ways in which

problems can be formulated and resolved will be researched
and implemented to act as a control against premature

closure and the tendency to think that there is only one

way by which problems may be viewed and handled.

4

The WCOP project was cognizant of this problem

area and sought a solution by directly involving teachers
and building adminsitrators in all phases of program

development and operation.
This involvement began with the recruitment and

selection of building administrators, classroom teachers,
central office administrators and community residents to
serve on the WCOP Advisory Council that constructed the

WCOP project in conjunction with university staff members.

From the very outset, it was recognized that program
success was directly linked to active participation by
This committee

existing school and community members.

played a key role in selecting George Melican as the onsite director, the selection of the COP participants and

4 Sarason,

Culture of the School

,

p.

161.
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it even helped determine components of the curriculum

to be followed during the academic training of the para-

professionals.

Later, these same cooperating teachers

and principals were asked to participate actively in
the program by conducting workshops and seminars for

the paraprof essionals in connection with their work

experience practicum as well as serve as supervisors
and evaluators of the performance of the aides.

This

"in-house" involvement continued to grow in many directions as the program matured and at the end of the first

year teachers were recruited to enter the doctoral

program at the University of Massachusetts and serve
as interns or graduate assistants in the on-site program.

Other involvements such as the joint attendance
of cooperating teachers and WCOP aides in university

classes proved to be fruitful in the improvement of inter-

personal relationships between teacher and aide.

It

also gave the teacher an opportunity to attend classes
for professional improvement and university credit.

"Trade-

offs" of this type strengthened the overall program by

providing the cooperating teacher with a tangible payoff.
This same principal can be enlarged by offering cooperating

teachers a tuition waiver for university courses for

helping the WCOP project.
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This influx of professional educators from the

Worcester schools indicated the level of acceptance by
the local staff of the WCOP project.

The improvement

of relations between paraprof essionals and professionals

was of major significance and resulted in increased

involvement for WCOP trainee in the urban classrooms.
As the teacher gained confidence in the WCOP project

and the aides, it became possible for the aide to move

from a non-essential clerical role to the more challenging one of direct involvement with children.

This

transition would never have happened without the full

cooperation of the professional teachers and their
acceptance of the WCOP project.
The increased participation in the WCOP project
by the teachers did not satisfy the problem of involving

building administrators who appeared at times to be on
the periphery of the program.

They held powerful posi-

tions in relation to the overall success of WCOP.

It

was unrealistic to assume the principals would indulge
in wholehearted support of a program that gave them no

personal reward other than the improvement of educational
offerings for children and inner-city residents.

What

.
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was needed was a "trade-off" that would be mutually

beneficial
The medium for this "trade-off" emerged in the

formulation of "Urban Education Administration" courses
on the graduate level offered by university graduate

school professors, on-site for the principals of buildings involved in the WCOP project.

accomplished two things:

(1)

This approach

it directly rewarded the

principals for active participation in WCOP with university graduate credits and

(2)

it gave the university an

opportunity to expose these administrators to the philosophy and objectives of the WCOP project and generally
update or modernize the educational philosophies of the
group.

This concept was also in complete accord with

the stated goal of the university to play a greater role
at the community level.

Another method designed to achieve greater involvement for local staff as well as provide better communications between program participants and program
staff was the creation of the position of team leader.

A team leader is a classroom teacher who was recruited
to serve as liaison between the job site and the project

office.

Team leaders functioned as on-site counselors,
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mediators, and grievance conveyors for the aides in
their buildings.

The reason for the inception of this

position was the discovery that aides would not freely
disucss their problems and complaints with university
supervisors or WCOP staff members.

They would discuss

these matters with building personnel with whom they

were more familiar.

The team leader concept was imple-

mented in the six buildings that had the highest number
of WCOP participants.

Compensation for this service came

in the form of a small honorarium and a tuition waiver

for graduate credits in WCOP

The schematic model

-

sponsored offerings.

(See Figure 4.1)

gram of the effects of the WCOP project.

is a dia-

This diagram

shows that the project has a direct effect upon four

major areas.

Those four areas affected are the econ-

omics of the inner-city resident, the school-community

relations in urban areas, the improvement of educational

offerings for urban children and the introduction of

a

differentiated staffing pattern for the local school system.
Economics of

Inner-City Residents

The manner in which the WCOP project affects
the overall economic aspect of the participant is both

obvious and subtle.

The obvious effect is that urban
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Figure 4.1

A SCHEMATIC MODEL DEPICTING THE EFFECTS
OF WORCESTER/U. MASS. COP
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residents who were subsisting on a low level of monies,
well within the established poverty level of income,
were given the opportunity, via the WCOP project, to

break the grip that had held them prisoners in the social
strata of urban classism.

This break came in the form of

jobs as paraprof essionals in education and was further

enhanced by the provision of vertical mobility to professional status.

The ramifications of this breach in

the wall of poverty were numerous if applied to socio-

logical aspects in addition to the field of economics,
but the major concern here is with the fact that WCOP

participants had a "Hope Factor" for the acquisition of
economic growth.

5

The subtle effects on the economy of the parti-

cipant came in the form of increased knowledge acquired
in two ways.

The acquisition of knowledge resulted

from involvement in university level courses while the

other came via the osmotic process of interpersonal relations with non-urban individuals.

This resulted in an

alteration of economic behavior or the purchasing habits
of the WCOP participants as their exposure to the world

outside of the inner-city increased.

5

Gentry, et

al^.

,

The Hope Factor

,

p.

122.
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School-Community Relations
America's "social imperative" that Dr.

E.

0.

Melby discusses in The Role of the School Community

Education is that we must develop an educational system
that prepares all citizens to live in an integrated
society.
a

6

WCOP coincides with this challenge to develop

pluralistic educational program that not only encourages

community involvement but provides educational opportunities for community members.

Because of the linkages

developed between urban schools and urban residents via
the medium of WCOP relationships are prospering rather

than decaying as was the case before the inception of
This involvement is a two-way street as

the project.

the WCOP participants acquire knowledge and understanding
of the school and the school acquires insight and com-

prehension of the needs of the community it serves.
Improved Education for Urban Children
The assertion that COP improves educational

offerings in the urban schools is not measurable by
standard means of evaluation.

But a type of measurement

is possible if credibility is given to observations

rather than a formal evaluative instrument.

A view of

Howard W. Hickey, Curtis VanVourhees, Ernest 0.
The Role of the School in Community
Melby, et al.
Michigan, 1969), p. 11.
TMidland,
Education
6

,
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the classes that have WCOP aides working in them shows

that children in these rooms are receiving more attention and service in the form of tutorial assistance,

individualized instruction and
the pupil-teacher ratio.

a

general reduction in

This increased pupil service

resulted from the physical presence of

a

second person

in the classroom which freed the teacher from non-

teaching duties.
A quick comparison of this situation with the
typical, self-contained classroom with one teacher and

thirty pupils leads to the obvious conclusion that

children in classrooms that have WCOP aides receive

Classroom operation and management can

more attention.

be radically modified when the ridiculous practice of

assigning thirty children and one teacher to an "egg
crate box" is altered to allow the entry of one or more

trained adults to the classroom

7
.

In addition to the increased service, the children

also benefit from curriculum modifications instituted as
a

result of their influence of the university courses on

the paraprof essional teachers.

New approaches to teaching

Ewald B. Nyquist "The Concept of Open Education,"
The Education Digest (Chicago: Prakken Publications, Inc.,
November, 1971 ), p. 9
No. 3
Vol
37
7

,

.

,

,

.
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math, social studies, reading and all other curriculum

components as well as areas such as black studies and
urban education are being taught for the first time in
many urban classrooms.

Differentiated Staffing Pattern
WCOP is many things to many people, each picking
and choosing the program component that is the most

appealing to them individually, the Worcester School

Department saw the abundance of components in WCOP as

desirable to be sure, but Worcester saw one component
that many casual viewers missed completely.

That com-

ponent was the means to introduce a type of differentiated staffing without upsetting the entire community
of educators.

8

Worcester, long ago, understood the

wisdom of Dwight Allen's statement when he said that,
"Neither the student, the teacher,
nor the education is served by staffing
patterns that allow incompetent teachers
It
rewards of tenure and longevity.
happens because we staff schools as
though differences in teacher ability
don't exist or don't matter if they do."

9

See Atron A. Gentry, Bobby Gentry, and Byrd L. Jones,
"Differentiated Staffing Model for Urban Elementary Schools,"
Career Opportunities Research Memoranda Series, Number 12,
December, 1971 (Amherst, Massachusetts: Center for Urban
Education, 1971) for an extended discussion of the topic and
a suggested plan for alternative schools in Worcester.
8

Putting
W. Allen, "A Differentiated Staff:
Stamford
material,
Teacher Talent to Work" (unpublished
9

D.

University, 1967),

p.

1.
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The WCOP project actually is a type of differ-

entiated staffing because the program introduces para-

professionals in education into the classroom and provides them with the educational training necessary to

mount the career ladder to professional levels.
herent in the structure of WCOP is

a

In-

career ladder for

the paraprof essionals to ascend while undergoing the

work-study program.

A comparison of the WCOP ladder

with the proposed "four-level structure" of Dr. Allen in
his paper on differentiated staffing reveals a remark-

able resemblance.

10

The resemblance does not mean that the WCOP

project is

a

direct attempt to secretly install a

staffing pattern that tenured teachers would violently

object to.

Instead, WCOP is an attempt to introduce non-

degree holders into a system that traditionally opposed
such action.

Also, the structure of WCOP from entry

level to professional teacher is such that a transition

from a traditional staffing pattern to a differentiated

pattern could be superimposed and implemented when the
time comes.

10

Allen,

"A Differentiated Staff," p.

2.
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COMBATTING AVOIDANCE AND BIAS
IN AN URBAN SCHOOL SYSTEM

An indirect

creation of

a

byproduct of this study was the

formula to change the basic pattern of

avoidance by teachers that exists in inner-city schools
(See Figure 4.1).

Educators discussing this pattern

sometimes wryly remark that there is no waiting list to
transfer into the inner-city.

In reality,

avoidance of

inner-city schools by the majority of teachers is one
of the basic weaknesses in urban school systems.

This

fact, coupled with the well established middle-class

bias of most American teachers leads to the balancing
of the formula by placing the unknown factor, X, in the

position of being

a

solution that is a departure from

the traditional problem solving process.

AVOIDANCE
A

PLUS
+

BIAS
B

=

UNKNOWN

=

X

It was discovered that the X factor can take

the form of a training program for inner-city teachers

which effectively copes with both the A and B components
of the equation presented.
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A teacher training program that answers the problems
of Avoidance and Bias could logically begin by tapping a

hitherto untapped source of personnel from within the
inner-city school districts.

The introduction of an open

entry educational program for indigent residents of lowincome areas should accomplish exactly that.

The major

hypothesis is that inner-city residents who become teachers
will be devoted to the improvement of education in their
schools and will want to remain there to guarantee the

attainment of this objective.

11

Thus, the avoidance component is dealt with by
the utilization of individuals who have a fundamental

understanding of the problems of the inner-city as well
as a deep seated commitment to remain in the urban class-

room.

The Training Program in a simplistic way, deals

with the problem of Avoidance on the part of inner-city
teachers by confronting this difficult area head-on.
The Avoidance Factor is reduced to

a

zero point

by recruiting participants from the inner-city school

districts who are not merely interested in working in
urban schools but who are dedicated to improving the
level of education for inner-city children as a career
goal.

Realistically, positive proof cannot be ascertained

11 The Urban Education Task Force, Final Report of
Force on Urban Education to the Department of
Task
the
and Welfare Wilson Riles, Chairman
Education
Health,
Praeger,
1970), pp. 241-242.
(New York:
,

,

.
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of this theory, because of proof can only be obtained

after many years of evaluation of the professional service of program graduates.
is that recruitment,

Nevertheless, the assumption

training, and placement of inner-

city residents will result in their willingness to work
in and remain in their district schools.

This point is

open to debate and that no one could possibly predict
the future for participants once they acquire professional

status, but just as no one can guarantee the duration of

their educational career in the inner city, no one can
say that they will in fact leave as soon as the opportunity

arises
A point to speculate on in regard to this question
of avoidance or length of service in a ghetto school is
to consider the establishment of career goals that individ-

uals formulate early in any vocation and whether or not
these always attain full fruition.

variables upon such

a

The effect of multi-

flexible medium as the mind of an

individual certainly clouds the predictability factor.
The bias component is eliminated by the open entry

policy which provides access to higher education for people
that have been historically denied that right.

Open entry

in this case means that the program participants will be

i

.
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low-income, minority group members who may or may not
have the equivalent of a high school education.

The Bias

factor, on the other hand, is more directly dealt with by

eliminating the very source of the problem.

Educators

accept the fact that the perpetuation of racial and class
bias is maintained by placing white, middle-class persons
in a setting that is both foreign and hostile to them.

This program would recruit minority residents with the

thought that the introduction of the person toward whom
the biases were directed would help change the attitude
of the individuals generating this improper judgment and

ultimately replace those who cannot change their ways of
thinking
This problem has a major premise, that if the

teacher knows the child, the teacher will be more effective, and the child will like school and learn more.

Another part of this premise is that to reach
a school

a child,

setting must be thoroughly understood by the

personnel working within it.

Built into the philosophy

of this program is the recognition of the need to deal

with the "social press" of the schools and school system
in which a person teaches.

Social press means the total

weight of formal and informal expectations, rules and

2

.
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regulations, traditions, and interpersonal interactions
that make up any social system.

To a high degree, these

factors determine a given teacher's success in

system

a

school

1

Another important aspect of this program would be
the application of the "work-study" theory to a teacher

training program.

This would mean that the student being

trained to become an inner-city teacher would function as
a

paraprof essional in an actual urban classroom for the

entire training period.

Thus, when students completed

training and attained professional status, they would
have four years of classroom experience instead of the

traditional single semester found in most teacher training
programs.

This program component would deal effectively

with the problem of "reality shock" that is experienced
by most new teachers upon entering the profession.

Miriam Wagenschein discussed "reality shock" in
her master's thesis "Reality Shock:

Elementary School Teachers."

13

A Study of Beginning

Reality shock is the

Richard Wisniewski, New Teachers in Urban Schools
Random House, 1968), p. 10.
An Inside View (New York:
12

Miriam Wagenschein, "Reality Shock: A Study of
Beginning Elementary School Teachers" (unpublished Master's
Thesis, University of Chicago, 1950), p. 6.
13

.
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result of a lack of exposure to actual classroom
operation, in this case, inner-city classrooms during
the undergraduate preparation of prospective teachers.
In most teacher education programs,

the prospective

teacher is asked to intern or student teach for one

semester in an actual classroom setting.

This is an

inadequate amount of time for anyone to acquire

sufficient understanding of

a

a

teacher's role in the

classroom.
The program under discussion operates with a

mandate that every participant work in a classroom
setting for a minimum of twenty hours per week during
the entire undergraduate training period.

In addition,

these participants undergo a typical fifteen week, one
semester, student teaching experience during which time

they receive intensified training under actual teaching

conditions
Therefore, these undergraduates emerge from their

training program with four years of actual classroom ex-

perience as well as the required one hundred and twenty

university credits.
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One component of the credentializing process

deviates from the heretofore traditional norm that exists
on many campuses.

This deviation from tradition is the

issuance of collegiate credit for work experience.

Prac-

ticum credit is given for each semester of supervised

work in a classroom by the participant.

University staff

members visit the job site of each student
three times each semester.

a

minimum of

The visits normally include

an observational period plus an opportunity to discuss

the participant's progress with the student, the cooper-

ating teacher, and the building principal.

Formal re-

ports are written in connection with these visits and

submitted to the proper authorities at the university
and the local school system as well as being placed on
file in the students personal portfolio.

credit requires the students to attend

a

The Practicum

semi-monthly

seminar convened by university supervisors to discuss
issues relevant to the pursuit of their classroom duties.
As an added feature, university professors are brought in

periodically to discuss selected topics such as Behavior
Modification, Cardboard Furniture, Beautiful Junk, Counseling in Elementary Schools, Individualized Programming, plus

other varied topics.

.
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Bias Factor Reduction
The reduction of bias in the teaching staff of

Worcester was accomplished by the "discovery method."
The discovery method was the entry of minority group

members into the educational environs of a predominantly
all white teacher group.

The discovery process consisted

of the white teachers discovering that people from min-

ority groups were human just like themselves and could

perform extremely well in educational settings.

Inter-

action between teacher and paraprof essional provided the

opportunity for a very real learning experience to take
place
The children in the inner-city classrooms of

Worcester reaped benefits from two sides of the WCOP
project.

First, the children received increased service

and had an understanding, familiar face to turn to for
help.

But of equal importance was the effect upon the

white, racist attitudes of many teachers that the pre-

sence of the paraprof essional evoked.

Gradually, the

cooperating teachers discovered that they had acquired a
better understanding of their urban pupils and their

problems simply by getting to know residents of that com-

munity and listening to the realities of life in the
inner city from bonafide experts.
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Eliminating Reality Shock
The gaining of familiarity within any large organ-

ization is a difficult task for most individuals.

It

would be safe to assume that most people flounder about
in new jobs feeling their way along from day to day while

slowly gathering some idea of how things are done and

where everything is.

New Teachers are no different in

this respect and many could relate incidents that would

fill a volume of books about the trials and tribulations

of their early years in teaching.

WCOP offers a solution

that in a common-sense way combats the problems normally

associated with beginning teachers.

A teacher trained

in a COP project enters the first year of teaching with
as much as four years or more of actual, daily classroom

experience.

This is due to the on-the-job-training or

work-experience program that is the basis of COP.

This

daily exposure to the real world of the urban classroom
plus the involvement of veteran professional teachers and
the university training received as undergraduates all

total the reason why reality shock is reduced to nothingness for COP trainees.

Reducing the Avoidance Factor

Most teachers are not trained to cope
with the attitudes, problems, and daily
crises of youth from the inner-city.

4
5
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Not having been exposed to young people
from this kind of environment, the
teacher is unable to communicate with
them at their own level. The teacher is
therefore unable to withstand the verbal contacts. 14
This statement by Helaine Dawson aptly describe

why teachers try to avoid assignments in inner-city
schools or if they cannot avoid being sent to an inner-

city school why they desperately try to transfer out
soon after arrival.

Wisniewski speaks of the "disillu-

sioned, bitter teachers awaiting transfer" from inner-city

locations to the more affluent areas.

15

All of this

documents the fact that traditionally-trained teachers are
not trained to cope with the problems found in the inner

city and most will fail in their attempts to work with the

youth of the inner city.
WCOP provides individuals, who are already "trained"
in the ways of the inner city, with the educational tools

necessary to become proficient teachers and directs these
trained specialists to jobs in education where they can

Helaine S. Dawson, On the Outskirts of Hope
Educating Youth From Poverty Areas (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1968), p. 7.
1

1

:

Wisniewski

,

p.

2.

6
7
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have the greatest effect.

Trained urban education special-

ists recruited from the inner-city is WCOP

'

s

way of dealing

with the Avoidance Factor.
Coping With Social Press
A summary view of the affects of WCOP undergraduate

training would be that the program lessens the "social
press" of the inner-city school system for the prospective

urban education specialist.

16

Havighurst and Neugarten's description of the six
major roles of a teacher clearly point out that these
roles are expected to be played equally well by neophyte
and veteran teachers alike.

17

Most new teachers find

this sudden demand placed on them to be an unwelcome bur-

den to carry along with their planned major role of educating children.

The teacher trained in the WCOP project

has already learned to cope effectively with the expecta-

tions of the bureaucratic school system at a very early

stage of development.
COP is not the answer to all the problems that

education is faced with; however, incorporated into its
1

Wisniewski, New Teachers

,

p.

10.

Robert J. Havighurst and Bernice Neugarten,
Allyn and
(3rd. ed.; Boston:
Society and Education
Bacon, 1967), Chapter 17.
1

,
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structure are many worthwhile features that bear in-

vestigation and possible use in yet untested situations.
WCOP is unique, innovative and successful.

As a community

service model, it can be reasonably duplicated to facilitate paraprof essional training and implement a career

lattice for numerous other community services.

The next,

and last, chapter explores the implications of the WCOP

Model for these various services.

CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS AND MODEL IMPLICATIONS

Experimentation is beneficial when the results
can be analyzed and utilized to improve the field of

study for the good of all.

The WCOP project was an

experiment in education that tested many new concepts
in the field of education.

This study has been mainly

concerned with the concept of providing higher education
for a student group that was previously denied access
to university training by physically bringing the uni-

versity to the student.

There were other departures

from tradition incorporated into this concept such as the

open entry policy, practicum credit, modular credit,

differentiated staffing and work-study.
But the singular achievement accomplished by
this experiment was the proof that a university could

establish a bond with a large urban school system and provide a program of study relevant to the needs of that
school system.

This is a significant accomplishment in

view of the historical stance of most universities

elite isolationism behind ivy-covered walls.

-

of

In this

respect, the WCOP project worked extremely well by luring

university professors, once ensconced safe

in faculty

.
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lounges, out into an urban school system that needed

their expertise.

This may appear to be a harsh criti-

cism of universities and their faculties but it has been
the case for too long on too many campuses

Education is in

a

problem— filled era that rings

with cries for accountability and economy.

Frequent

accusations of failure or mis-education are hurled at
the educator's head by a disgruntled populace who will

not cease and desist until tangible proof is obtained
that education is doing its job in all areas of the

educational spectrum.

Universities cannot sit idly by

during this time of need, they must come forth and
assume the position of leadership that no one else can.
The School of Education at the University of

Massachusetts has assumed its role of educational leader
by seeking out and coming to grips with educational prob-

lems in school systems on a state and national level.

Their involvement in COP projects in Brooklyn, New York,

Springfield and Worcester, Massachusetts, as well as
alternative school projects in Pasadena, California and
Worcester, Massachusetts are positive proof that this

university is determined to assume and maintain an active
role in improving education at the scene of the problem.

1

Atron A. Gentry, "Survey of Special and OffCampus Programs of the School of Education,” Office of
Special and Off-Campus Programs, School of Education,
University of Massachusetts, June, 1972, Passion (Mimeo1

'Dr.

.

graphed)

,
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Based on the concept of university involvement
at the community level and the experiences gained by

experimentation with the WCOP project, it is possible to
envision a community level involvement on an even wider

Application of the skeletal structure of COP to

scale.

meet the needs of a wider range of community residents
appears to be feasible and necessary if the university
truly desires to serve those in need of assistance.
The COP project was limited to servicing para-

professionals in education from the inner city, a definable special interest group.

There are many other

special interest groups in Worcester that need university

training as much as paraprof essionals in education.
fact,

In

it would be easy to state that the whole population

could utilize and benefit from university training although
this would be a gigantic undertaking.

groups,

The special interest

in addition to the educational paraprof essionals

that are in need of university training are the police
and fire departments and prison guards and inmates in
the local house of correction.

Police and firemen are

continually confronted with demands for increased expertise on their jobs and they are stymied by the lack of

training establishments capable of fulfilling this need.
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The time has passed where a layman could attend
a

brief training academy and then go forth to serve the

needs of his community on a professional level.

Increased

sophistication brought about by recent events in the area
of civil liberties and human rights demand that the

police and firemen have training in this area as well
as in the technical skills of their respective professions.

2

Predictions of college degrees being required for entry
into these professions as well as being necessary for

promotional purposes seem to be close to reality.

The

problem is that there is no place to turn to for assistance in attaining these higher levels of training beyond
the two year community college level.

These same problems confront the prison guards or

corrections officers at the local jail and house of cor-

Everyday they are confronted with a need for

rection.

greater expertise in the performance of their jobs as
problems mount and unrest increases among the inmates.
The term "correction officer" is often a misnomer due
to a great lack of education about the philosophy of the

"corrections" system and proper implementation of it.

While the need for trained corrections officers is visible,

National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders,
Report of the National Ad visory Commission on Civil Disorders "(New York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1968), pp. 284-285
2

.
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the need of the prison inmates is even more in evidence

when the recidivism rate stands between sixty and seventy
per cent and a high correlation between crime and the
lack of formal education exists.

3

The problems confronting these special interests

groups are greatly magnified when the problems confronting

minority groups are superimposed upon them.

Racist

attitudes and practices still bar the entrance to police,
and corrections jobs for minority members and while

fire,

minorities are denied access to these positions, they
are often the victims of overt acts of racism by the pre-

dominantly white members of these various departments.

4

The need to educate the existing police, fire and correc-

tions officers is apparent but there is an even greater

need to provide the opportunity to gain entrance to

these professions for minority members and one way to

accomplish this is by providing minority members with a
set of credentials that cannot be refuted.

The situation of the inmates in the local house
of correction is similar to the one cited for the professional

3

1972

Annual Report of the Sheriff of Worcester County,

.

Ninety per cent of all urban non-white males can
expect to be arrested at some time in their lives. Additional lifetime rearrests for blacks average 12.5 per
individual as compared to 7.0 for whites. Aryeh Neier,
Have you ever been arrested?" The New
"Marked for Life:
York Times Magazine April 15, 1973, pp. 16, 44.
4

,

.

"

.
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civil servants only it is compounded by the stigma of

being an "ex-con".

These individuals, largely unedu-

cated,

(eighty-five per cent never finished high

school)

5

are caught by a "revolving door of crime" which

is attributed to their inability to achieve economic

success due to a lack of education or salable skills.

6

The intent of this section of this paper is to concep-

tualize a program of higher education that would meet
the needs of these special interest groups in the com-

munity of Worcester by creating a new program based on
the field tested WCOP project model.

A Community Service Program Model
A prerequisite for the establishment of a Com-

munity Service Program would be the unification of the

university with the community to be serviced by
bond, or more simply, a legal contract.

a

common

The negotiation

of this contract should be carried out by representatives

from both factions and should clearly define the respon-

sibilities and duties of both parties.

All of the special

interest groups should have representation at the negotiations to ensure a satisfactory program for all those

involved
Fox, "Reducing the Rate of Racidivism,
University of Massachusetts, 1971), p.
paper,
(unpublished
5

6

R.

F.

Ibid

2.
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FIGURE 5.1
A COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM MODEL
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The university will be charged with the respon-

sibility of developing

a

Center for Community Service

complete with administrative staff and suitable faculty
capable of generating the desired curriculum.

This would

require the unification of different academic disciplines

already on campus plus it would cause the university to
seek out and recruit new faculty and staff where none

currently exist.

The immediate staffing needs of the pro-

posed Community Service Center call for an individual
to function as the director of the total operation with
a

second individual in charge of finances and business

matters as assistant to the director.

The schematic

structure of the center itself would be based on four

divisions or quadrants with faculty members serving as

quadrant leaders.

Each quadrant would engage a suitable

number of faculty to service the needs of their respective
student groups.
The time proven concept of recruiting and training

suitable graduate students would be utilized as

a

way of

returning trained professionals to the field to assume

leadership positions and ensure program continuity and
success.

High quality graduate level students could also
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lend valuable assistance in developing curriculum for

each program as well as aiding in research in the field

while the program is developing.

Research assistants

could be utilized in various capacities as administrative
assistants, undergraduate instructors and counselors

and tutors either on campus or on site.

Proper implementation of

a

program such as the

one proposed here calls for the developing of on-campus

programs at both the undergraduate and graduate level.
This aspect enables the university to service an even

wider segment of the population than just those in the
on-site area.

Creation of on-campus programs of study

for resident undergraduates broadens the offerings of

the university and makes it possible for residents of

remote rural townships to take advantage of the university
offerings.

This same principle applies at the graduate

level making it possible for a small town police officer
to intern in an urban area while fulfilling his residency

requirements at the university.
Course Ladder

Within the framework of the proposed program, it

would be possible to incorporate the work-study concept
and establish an entry point at the paraprof essional level
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and have the individual police, fire and corrections

officer progress vertically on the career ladder as experience and education levels are attained.

This would

be a difficult concept for the current police, fire and

corrections departments to accept as they are now
heavily reliant upon the civil service system of appoint-

ment and promotion and would feel threatened by the in-

troduction of a departure from tradition.
The proposed career ladder for police is meant
to be an example that could be utilized in the fire

department and corrections staff as well.

The entry

level or Police Apprentice would be equivalent to

a

college

freshman and upward mobility could be attained after the

acquisition of thirty appropriate credits and one year of
supervised work experience.

An appropriate level of pay

would accompany each rung on the proposed career ladder.
Successful completion of the requirements for Police Apprentice would enable the individual to ascend to Policeman

third class where he must acquire an additional thirty

approved credits and another year of supervised work experience.

Thus, at the end of this term as Policeman

third class the individual would have sixty university

credits and two years of supervised work experience.

ment of this level would qualify the individual for

Attaina pay

.
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raise to Policeman second class, the equivalent of a

college junior, where he would undergo thirty additional
credits of university course work and another year of

supervised work experience.

Arrival at the ninety credit

level with three years of supervised work experience

qualify the individual for advancement to Policeman first
class.

The Policeman first class level is the final year

of undergraduate training.

The completion of thirty

academic credits and a year of supervised work experience

would bring the trainee to the culminating point of the

program and graduation with a bachelor's degree in police
science
The final two steps on the career ladder would

be graduate level work at the masters and doctoral level.
This provision is made so that qualified senior men

already in the department would be motivated to achieve

higher levels of professionalism and also provide the
recent graduates of the undergraduate program an opportunity
to advance professionally and academically instead of

being locked into a dead end position as a police officer.

Practicum Credit
One of the features of the COP project that

logically applies to the overall program for police, fire
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and corrections officers is the granting of practicum

credit for satisfactory supervised work experience.
This program is designed for working paraprof essionals

and it would be necessary to grant academic

credit for

a

very valuable part of their training which

is their actual performance on the job.

This super-

vised work experience would be worth three university
credits per semester with the supervision carried out
by qualified university graduate students as well as

appropriate supervisory personnel within the police,
fire or corrections department.

The total of practicum

credits granted during the entire degree program would
not exceed twenty-four.

A feature of this aspect of the

program would be seminars held twice

a

month during the

semester which would feature field experts as well as

university personnel who would deal with topics directly
related to the work experience.
Salary differentials would be tied to successful

completion of each step on the career ladder providing
additional motivation for

a

example, if the entry level

successful experience.
(Police Apprentice)

For

salary

was established at $8,000 with $1,000 pay increments at
the completion of each level

,

the paraprof essional could

advance to the $12,000 or professional Police Officer
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level by successfully completing the program.

The higher

graduate levels should also have an established pay

differential attached to them such as $1,000 for advancement to the Master Police Officer level and $2,000 for
reaching Doctor of Police Science.

Horizontal Mobility
A program of this type would have to offer hori-

zontal as well as vertical mobility to the trainee to

prevent stagnation if the trainee elected to cease horizontal progress at any of the suggested levels.

Each

level on the proposed career ladder should carry appro-

priate opportunities, with small pay increments, so that
the individual could move in a horizontal direction at

any level when it appeared appropriate for him to do so.

Selection of Participants
The criteria for selecting new participants for

this program would be significantly different from pre-

vious selection procedures.

The first prerequisite being

that the participant be a member of

a

minority group,

which is interpreted here as including Black, Indian,
Oriental, or Hispanic (Puerto Rican and Mexican-American)
cultures.

In cases where this minority group membership
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requirement proved to be dysfunctional with a specific
paraprof essional assignment, this requirement would be
modified.

However, it is the intent of this program to

focus wherever possible on the selection of minority

group members as program participants.
The second requirement for selection into this

program would be that the candidate be interested in
police, fire or corrections as a career.

The third re-

quirement for selection would be the candidate's ability
to communicate effectively as judged by a panel of three

selected individuals with similar backgrounds.

In addi-

tion to these requirements, it would be necessary that
the individual be of good health as judged by a physician's

examination and able to pass

a

series of physical tests

as constructed by the various departments.

Finally,

an attempt should be made to obtain a broad range of

forty per cent

minority group representation as well as

a

representation of Vietnam era veterans.

This selection

process should also focus on the problem of obtaining
an appropirate range of talent within the participant

groups so that the purposes of this proposed program could
be accomplished.
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Provision of Services by Local Agencies

While the university is expected to provide certain services to insure program operation, the on-site

agencies are also expected to contribute to the overall
operation.

It would be necessary for the local school,

police, fire and corrections departments to select and
fund the position of on-site program director with colla-

boration from the university.

In addition to selecting

and paying the on-site director, the on-site agencies

would also be responsible for providing office space,
equipment and necessary secretarial assistance.
The cooperation of the local school department

would be required in order that appropriate classroom
space be provided for the conduct of on-site classes.

Advisory Council
The continued success of this program would depend

on many aspects, but one of the most important of these

aspects would be the involvement of local personnel from
the various agencies participating in the program.

Estab-

lishing and maintaining open lines of communication

between local agencies, the on-site director and the

university would be of the utmost importance.

A viable

means of accomplishing this goal of open communication

would be by establishing an Advisory Council with
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representatives from all involved agencies.

This ad-

visory body would help determine all phases of program

operation and formulate suggestions for continuous growth
and development of the overall program.

Initially, the

Advisory Council would select the on-site director and the
participants desirous of entering the program, as well
as constructing an evaluation design and appropriate

instruments to conduct a realistic, on-going evaluatory
process for the overall program.

Educational Offerings for House of Correction Inmates
Emphasis in this proposed program of Community

Services has centered on three special interest groups-the police, fire and corrections department.

At this

point, consideration should be given to a fourth special

interest group that is possibly in greater need of uni-

versity assistance than any of the groups previously mentioned.

This fourth group consists of the residents of

the House of Correction.

Fortunately, for all concerned,

the Worcester County Jail and House of Correction has

already initiated a comprehensive program of educational

opportunities for their inhabitants.

(See Figure 5.2).

This program has proven to be successful in general but
it is in need of a meaningful addition in the area of

higher education.
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FIGURE 5.2
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In keeping with their theme of "Re-Entry to the

Community via Educational Opportunities" this institution
is operating programs of study at elementary, secondary

and vocational levels of education in conjunction with
the Worcester Public Schools.

7

A welcome addition to the

current educational offerings would be the possibility
for eligible inmates to enter the field of higher educa-

tion if they so desire.

The concept could be implemented

by allowing the inmates to attend any of the on-site

offerings that were relevant to their needs in addition
to conducting relevant offerings at the corrections facility
if sufficient enrollment was obtained.

This program component could be further enhanced
by admitting discharged inmates into the on-campus

program at the university so that they could complete

a

degree program after their release if they so desired.
By adding this component to the Community Service Program,

the University would be performing a great service to

those in great need as well as to the whole Commonwealth
of Massachusetts by aiding in the reduction of recidivism.

7

Annual Report of the Sheriff of Worcester County,

1971.
Fox, "Reducing the Rate of Recidivism"
(unpublished paper, University of Massachusetts, 19/1)
8

p.

10.

R.

F.

8

.
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The Urban Education Component
The fourth quadrant of the proposed Community

Service Program would be the Urban Education component.
Actually, this would be

a

continuation of the current

WCOP project which was the source of germination for the
futuristic community expansion proposal.

The experience

and expertise of the personnel affiliated with the WCOP

project would greatly aid the implementation of the new

program and these individuals could serve as resource
persons in many capacities for the overall needs of the
It is anticipated that the current Worcester-

program.

University of Massachusetts COP project could be expanded
as to numbers of participants and into the area of

graduate education as well.
If the "cycle of poverty"

is ever going to be

broken, the offering of hope must be maintained at all
costs to help overcome the powerful barriers of poverty
and lack of hope for those entrapped in the web of

poverty

9

This chapter has a simple message.

The WCOP

project was successful in providing hope for inner-city

The
Atron A. Gentry, et al. Urban Education
Hope Factor (Philadelphia: Saunders, 1972), p. 123.
9

,

:
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residents as well as providing the Worcester Public
Schools with a solution for the staffing problems found
in their inner-city schools.

In order to accomplish

these successes, it was necessary for the University of

Massachusetts

,

School of Education and the Worcester

Public Schools to create an all encompassing program
that emerged as the WCOP project that was described in
the first four chapters of this study.

The proposed

Community Service Program capitalizes on the field WCOP
project by taking the basic structure and applying it to
other areas of need within the community.

Many of the

problems that confront urban schools also confront other
segments of the community.

Even the most casual observer

could detect the lack of minority group members on the
police, fire and corrections department in the city of

Worcester and further investigation that they too suffer
from a lack of communication with the community at large
and the residents of the inner-city in particular.

Generally, this lack of communication and under-

standing stems from

a

complete lack of knowledge in the

area of human relationships and respect for the culture and

dignity of all men.

It is the hope of this study that

these deficiencies could be addressed and corrected by

a
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university program specifically designed to overcome the
all too common social ailment of racism that permeates

our entire society.

In fact, this proposal goes beyond

solving the problems of inner-city residents and the

previously mentioned civil agencies and attempts to deal

with

a

segment of the population that has been the reci-

pient of maltreatment since civilization as we know it
first came to the continent of North America.

While the plight of the resident of the inner-city
is unquestionably bad,

the predicament that faces the

inmates of jails and houses of correction is even worse.

Their existence and future is even less hopeful than
the ghetto dweller for in addition to the problems of

poverty and racims

,

they bear the brand of ostracism.

The extension of the "hope factor" to these individuals
is a task that can no longer be ignored.
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APPENDIX A
MODEL FOR DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING
OF

PARAPROFESSIONAL STAFF IN THE WORCESTER SCHOOL SYSTEM

Community
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Proposed Differentiated Staffing and Pay for
Paraprofes signals in the Worcester
School Department

All paraprof essional aides should have some of the following knowledges, skills and abilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6

.

7.
8

.

9

.

10.
11.

Good general intelligence
Ability to establish good relationships
with children
Familiarity with classroom routine
Good background or knowledge in clerical
aptitude
Resourcefulness in conducting activities
indirectly related to the teaching process
Neat personal appearance
Ability to maintain discipline
Tact
Courtesy
Good judgment
Good physical condition

The acceptable training and experience of

a

para-

professional should be graduation from high school suppleemnted by additional experience and knowledge in

a

field where specialized duties are involved; or any

equivalent combination of experience and training.

particular

.

:

.
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LEVEL

GENERAL AIDE

I

Pay Schedule
Rate Basis
Ef f ective

Hourly

Annual Increments
1

Sept. 1971
Sept. 1972
Sept. 1973

Prerequisites for Level

I:

2.00
2.10
2.20

2

2.05
2.15
2.25

No formal academic requirements

needed

GENERAL FUNCTIONS:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Assist the teacher in necessary clerical work
and perfrom related duties as required.
Act as a liaison between school and community.
Perceptively observe interaction within the
classroom
Observe curriculum operation
Observe the function of the school as part of
the community.

ILLUSTRATIVE FUNCTIONS:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

Work closely with and under the immediate
direction of the classroom teacher.
Assist the classroom teacher to reinforce
learning by working with individual students
in need of additional assistance.
Operate audio-visual equipment.
Take attendance.
Great pupils upon arrival at school.
Duplicate classroom materials.
Correct objective-type papers.
Make and use flash cards.
Listen to pupils read.
Arrange interest centers.
Supervise small groups of children.
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RESPONSIBILITY

:

All duties assigned by ther supervisor.
of General Aide are limited.

The skills

The teacher must discover

her talents and skills, and determine how to utilize them.
The responsibility level of the General Aide will expand
as the aide becomes more proficient and experienced.

TRANSFER POSSIBILITIES

:

1.

Lateral mobility to Counselor Aide (A) is
possible when an opening is available. The
School Aide I level is considered to be an
exploratory level as well as an entrytraining level.

2.

Upward mobility to Teacher Aide can be
attained through participation in training
programs and by meeting the prerequisites
for Teacher Aide II.

.
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LEVEL II:

TEACHER AIDE

Pay Schedule
Rate Basis
Effective

Hourly

Sept. 1971
Sept. 1972
Sept. 1973

Prerequisites for Level II:

-

15 Positions

Annual Increments
1

2
2
2

30
.40
50

.

.

2

2.35
2.45
2.55

One year of college credit;

one year of successful evaluation and experience as a

General Aide and high school diploma or G.E.D.

GENERAL FUNCTIONS:
1.
2.

All functions of General Aide.
Assume a closer working relationship with
the teacher and with children individually
and in groups.

ILLUSTRATIVE FUNCTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Assist in administering and correcting
objective tests.
Help children develop independent skills
(writing, reading).
Assist in developing an effective multimedia program.
Help to administer enrichment activities.
Collect lunch money and prepare report for
office
Set up appointments and conference for parents
with teachers.
Compile resource materials for the teacher.

RESPONSIBILITY:
All duties assigned by the supervisor.

Through

experience and training Teacher Aide will have developed
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new skills and will be much more aware of the needs in
the classroom.

The trend is toward increased responsi-

bility with groups of students.

TRANSFER POSSIBILITIES

:

1.

Lateral mobility to a counselor aide is
possible if an opening is available without
loss of classification.

2.

Upward mobility to Instructor Aide is possible
when prerequisites for this position are met.

.

.
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LEVEL III:

INSTRUCTOR AIDE

Pay Schedule
Rate Basis
Effective

Hourly

Sept. 1971
Sept. 1972
Sept. 1973

Prerequisites for Level III:

-

15 Positions

Annual Increments
1

2.60
2.70
2.80

2

2.65
2.75
2.85

Two years of college credit

and at least one year's successful evaluation and exper-

ience as a teacher aide.

GENERAL FUNCTIONS:
1.
2.

3.
4.

All the duties of Teacher Aide.
Assist the teacher in all areas of classroom
activity
Assist the teacher in educational planning.
Assist the teacher in program evaluations.

ILLUSTRATIVE FUNCTIONS:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Perform instructional activities as prescribed
by the teacher.
Work with children who need additional tutoring
Work with small groups while the teacher is
working with the larger class groups.
Assist in the preparation of instructional
materials
Develop display and bulletin boards with the
aid of the children.

RESPONSIBILITY:
All duties assigned by the supervisor.

The Instruc

tor Aide is expected to assist the teacher in all areas
of work.

While the Instructor Aide will remain under the

immediate direction of the classroom teacher, she should
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be able to assume an expanded role commensurate with her

experience.

This greater and more direct involvement in

the learning process should be reflected by a greater

awareness and

a

more personal committal to the general

principles underlying the philosophy of urban education.

TRANSFER POSSIBILITIES

:

1.

Lateral mobility to a counselor aide is
restricted to only those individuals who
have the required prerequisites when an
opening is available.

2.

Upward mobility to Instructional Assistant
is possible when the prerequisites for this
position are met.
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LEVEL IV:

INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT

Pay Schedule
Rate Basis
Effective

Hourly

Sept. 1971
Sept. 1972
Sept. 1973

Prerequisites for Level IV:

-

15 Positions

Annual Increments
1

2.90
3.00
3.10

2

2.95
3.05
3.15

Three years of college credit

and at least two years of successful evaluation and ex-

perience as a teacher-aide.

GENERAL FUNCTIONS:
1.
2.

3.
4.

All the duties of Instructor Aide.
Assume supervisory responsibilities given
by the cooperating teacher.
Be an integral part in the planning of all
educational programs.
Assume other general supervisory duties.

ILLUSTRATIVE FUNCTIONS:
1.
2.
3.

Carry out directed tasks.
Participate in parent-teacher conferences.
Assist and encourage children in independent

4.

Participate in daily and long range class
planning with colleagues.

study.

RESPONSIBILITY:
All duties prescribed by the supervisor.

While it

is necessary to continue to operate procedurally under the

direction of the classroom teacher, the Instructional

Assistant should be given greater opportunity to function
with maximal freedom and minimal constraints.

.
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TRANSFER POSSIBILITIES

:

1.

Lateral mobility to counselor aide is
restricted to those individuals who have
the required prerequisites for this
position

2.

Upward mobility to the professional staff
is possible when positions are available
and when prescribed prerequisites are met.

..

.

.

.

.

.
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APPENDIX B
TEACHER-AIDE DUTIES
1

.

2

.

3

.

4

.

5

.

6

.

7

.

8

.

9

.

10

.

11
12

.
.

13

.

14

.

15
16

.

.

17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

,

,

Collecting lunch and milk money.
Collecting and displaying materials for the teacher,
Collecting supplementary books and materials for
teachers
Collecting of special funds - (pictures, polio drive, etc.)
Collecting workbooks
Proofreading materials.
Attending to the procurement and return of audio-visual
materials
Distributing supplies and books.
Filing and correspondence, report forms, and pupil
records
Distributing specific materials for lessons and collecting the complete projects.
Keeping attendance records.
Assisting in the supervision of playground activities,
Assisting in the supervision of the classroom when a
teacher is obliged to leave the room for short periods,
Arranging and assisting in the supervision of game
activities on days of inclement weather.
Supervising clean-up time.
Supervising preparation for prevention of the soiling
of clothing and desk in certain activities.
Assisting in accounting and inventory of classroom
materials and supplies.
Assisting to seat work activites.
Typing tests, cutting stencils and correspondence to
parents at teachers' request.
Duplication of instructional materials.
Attending to parental permission forms, etc.
Displaying pupil work.
Setting up seating charts.
Assisting in the attention of sick and injured children
Prepare, pronounce and show flashcards.
Playing number games with groups.
Calling attention to ideas when the occasion presents
itself
Helping with correct formation of numerals.
Checking drill and practice.
Read and tell stories to individuals or small groups
(observe the teacher first)
Help small groups of children carry out activities.
Playing reading readiness games.
when
Calling attention to letters, words, and sounds
occasion presents itself.
or
Recording children's stories about their pictures
experiences
Supervise buses.
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APPENDIX C
THE PROPOSED

4

-YEAR WCOP ACADEMIC PROGRAM

Summer of 1970

B.

Introduction to Urban Ed.
Practicum

S.
3

3

Fall of 1970

Rhetoric 100
Urban Community Relations
Practicum

3
3

3

Spring of 1971

Government
Rhetoric 140
Reading Methods
Early Childhood Ed.
Ethnic Migration
Teams for Learning
Reading Skills
Practicum

3

3
3

3
3

3

3
3

Summer of 1971

Science Methods
Western Literature
Elementary Techniques of Math
Philosophy

3

3
3
3

.
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Fall 1971
B

Growth & Development of the Young
Child I
Botany 100 or
Nature & Science for the Young Children
Psychology 101
Rhetoric
Language Arts Method
Introduction to Urban Ed.
Reading Methods
Audio-Visual Methods
Spring 1972

Educational Psychology
Social Studies Methods or Science Methods
Zoology or
Nature & Science for the Young
Children II
Spanish
Art Methods
Staff and
Human Relationship:
I
Management
Math Course

.

S
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Summer 1972

B.

The Modern Novel 1890-1930
Introduction to Sociology
Physical Geology
Young Children with Special Needs

S.

nmmm

Fall 1972

Music Methods
The Modern Novel 1930-1960
Criminology
Teaching Reading to Special Populations
Curriculum Development in Urban Ed.
Strength Training
Growth & Development of the Young
Child II
Creative Experiences for Young
Children I

roooronmro

3

3

Spring 1973

Science Methods
American Colonial History to 1763
Staff and
Human Relationships:
Management II
Creative Experiences for Young
Children II
Child Psychology
The Education of the Self
Black and African Studies Curriculum
for Black Schools
Principles of Elementary Ed.

3

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
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Summer 1973
B.

Psychology of Adolescence
Civil War and Reconstruction 1860-1877
Abnormal Psychology
Home, School, Community

S.
3
3

3
3

Fall 1973

Student Teaching
Supervisory Seminar
Science Methods
Introduction to Urban Ed.
Early Childhood Ed. Movement
Spring 1974

Research, Planning and Development
in Urban Education
Educational Tests and Measurements
The Elementary School Curriculum
Seminar in Curriculum Development
for Early Childhood Education
Observational Techniques in Early
Childhood Education
Teaching Reading to Special Populations

of the
From the files of the Project Director
Opportunities
Worcester-University of Massachusetts Career
Program.
1
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APPENDIX D

WORCESTER CAREER OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
C.O.P. Paraprof essional Evaluation Form

Name

School

:

:

Period Covered by Evaluation

Principal

Co-operating Teacher_

I

Excellent

General Appearance
Personal Characteristics

Attitude Toward Job
Attitude Toward Children

Ability to Help and Work
with Teacher

Enthusiasm
Punctuality and Attendance_
Health
Speech

Clerical Skills
Overall Evaluation of
Paraprof essional

Below UnsatAbove
isfac
Avg Avg Avg
.

.

.

.
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II

Please add any additional comments which would add
to the evaluation;

Ill

include any special abilities.

What effort and improvement, if any, has been made by
your paraprof essional since she or he entered the
C.O.P. program?

IV

What suggestions, if any, would you make to have the
C.O.P. program more meaningful for the paraprof essional

working with you?

If you have any suggestions you wish to make on the

revision of the Paraprof essional evaluation Form,
please send them to me in

a

memorandum.

Thank you for your cooperation.

18 2

APPENDIX E

CAREER OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM
Name of Paraprof essional
Work Station
1.

Date

:

Supervisor

:

ATTENDANCE

:

Has paraprof essional s record of punctuality and
regularity been satisfactory?
'

YES
2

.

4.

JOB COMPETENCE

NO
:

How well does this paraprof essional meet your usual
standards of performance?

VERY WELL
3.

AVERAGE

BELOW AVERAGE_

PROGRESS ON THE JOB:
Is this paraprofessional showing evidence of satis-

factory growth?
YES

NO

RELATIONS WITH OTHER PEOPLE
a.

How well does this paraprofessional respons to
supervision?

VERY WELL
b.

:

AVERAGE

BELOW AVERAGE

How well does this paraprofessional get along
with fellow workers?

VERY WELL

AVERAGE

BELOW AVERAGE

:

:
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.

DEPENDABILITY

:

How well does he accept responsibility?

VERY WELL
6.

AVERAGE

BELOW AVERAGE

INITIATIVE:
Does he contribute to your work station by making
constructive suggestions?
YES

7.

NO

ATTENDANCE
Does this paraprof essional meet your standards of
grooming for this job?
YES

8.

NO

GENERAL COMMENTS:
a.

Paraprof essional could profit from suggestions
for improvement in these areas:

b.

Paraprof essional appears to show strength in
these areas

c.

Can you recommend ways in which the Career Opportunity Program can help this paraprof essional to
become a better aide?

d.

At this time, would you suggest we encourage the
paraprof essional to leave the aide program and
seek other employment?
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APPENDIX F
INSTRUCTOR'S EVALUATION FORM

Your Name

Date

Name of Instructor

Subject

1

Instructor's Knowledge of Subject Matter

.

Indicate your rating by an X at some point on the line.

High

Outstanding
Excellent - surpasses my expectation
Well satisfied
O.K. but could improve

Unsatisfactory but not hopeless
Hopeless
Low
Use this space for comments.

2

.

Instructor's Ability to Convey Subject Matter to You
High

Outstanding
Excellent - surpasses my expectation
Well satisfied
O.K. but could improve

Unsatisfactory but not hopeless
Hopeless
Low
Use this space for comments.
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3

.

Course Itself
High

Outstanding

Excellent - surpasses my expectation
Well satisfied
O.K. but could improve

Unsatisfactory but not hopeless
Hopeless
Low
Use this space for comments.
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APPENDIX G

EVALUATION OF THE WORCESTER C.O .P.
AND ITS ADMINISTRATOR

Your Name

Date

General State of the Worcester C.O.P.
Indicate your rating by an

X.

High

Outstanding
Excellent - surpasses my expectation
Well satisfied
O.K. but could improve

Unsatisfactory but not hopeless
Hopeless
Low
Use this space for your comments.

George Melican
Indicate your rating by an

X.

High

Outstanding

Excellent

-

surpasses my expectation

Well satisfied
O.K. but could improve

Unsatisfactory but not hopeless
Hopeless
Low
Use this space for your comments.

APPENDIX H
TUTORING AND COUNSELING

YOUR NAME

Richard

F.

DATE

Fox

Indicate your rating by an

X.

High

Outstanding
Excellent

-

surpasses my expectation

Well satisfied
but could improve
0 K
Unsatisfactory but not hopeless
.

.

Hopeless
Low
Use this space for your comments.

William

B.

Hynes

Indicate your rating by an X.
High

Outstanding
Excellent - surpasses my expectation
Well Satisfied
O.K. but could improve

Unsatisfactory but not hopeless
Hopeless
Low
Use this space for your comments.

.
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APPENDIX

I

MID COURSE EVALUATION FORM

I

WORCESTER C.O.P.
DATE
The objective of this evaluative instrument is to

facilitate innovations in the course of study that you are

presently enrolled in.
Please be as objective as possible with the thought
that your constructive criticism and suggestions will cause
the overall improvement of the current offering.

Answer all questions with

brief statement

INSTRUCTOR

COURSE TITLE
1.

a

Is this course relevant to your needs and equal

to your expectations?

2.

or other instructional material,
appropriate and pertinent to the pursuit of the
course?

3.

Are the assignments realistic and of value to
you as a student in this subject area?

4.

Do you feel that the methods of evaluation are
a fair test of your abilities in the content
area of this course?

5.

Is the text,

Please make any additional comments that you
feel would make the course more meaningful for
all participants

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ESSAY
A decade of teaching in urban schools provided
me with the motivation to undertake this study.

The

problems that confront educators across the nation also

confronted me as

a

part of my daily experience in the

Worcester public schools.

I

support a central contention

that professional educators must work together to solve
the problems that are hindering educational advances on
all fronts.

I

also hold that educators must open "equal

opportunities" to poor and minority children and adults.

Workable innovations and new styles of learning must be

developed and implemented if education is ever going to
stop failing in its objective to provide reasonable

educational goals for youth.
As a graduate student at the School of Education,

University of Massachusetts,

I

was part of a group that

was dedicated to the cause of educational change.

The

idea of educators working together to solve problems be-

came a reality as

I

worked and studied with students and

faculty who dared to depart from traditional methods and

concepts and invited input from local school systems.
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As 3 member of the Center for Urban Education

Career Opportunities Program (CUE-WCOP)

,

I

—

Worcester

helped to plan

and teach courses to educational paraprof essionals who

were undergraduate education majors.

I

also counseled

and supervised the paraprofessionals on their job-sites.
My later experience as the academic coordinator of WCOP

provided me with the final stimulus to write about linkage between a major university and a local school system
and the educational program that resulted.

Since Arthur Pearl and Frank Riessman's New Careers
for the Poor
(New York:

;

The Non-Professional in Human Services

Free Press, 1965) created the job category

of paraprofessional for new careers in human services,

many studies on new careers for educational paraprofessionals
have emerged.

Garda W. Bowman and Gordon

J.

Klopf's New

Careers and Roles in the American School (New York:

Bank

Street College, 1968) applied Riessman and Pearl's New
Career design to educational staffing.

This was followed

by Garda Bowman, Adena Jay and Gordon J. Klopf's A Learn ing Team
a

:

Teacher and Auxiliary (Washington: G.P.O., 1969)

brief survey of effective cooperation between teachers

and paraprofessionals.

.
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On the issue of the failures of urban schools
James B. Conant

'

s

Slums and Suburbs

(New York:

The New

American Library, Signet Books, 1961) pioneered the
documentation of the "shocking differences" which exist
between urban and suburban schools.

More recent studies,

bases to an understanding of urban education include:

Eleanor Burke Leacock, Teaching and Learning in City
Schools (New York:

Basic Books, 1969); Wilson C. Riles,

Urban Education Task Force Report

Final Report of the

:

Task Force on Urban Education to the Department of Health

Education and Welfare (New York:
1970)

and Atron A. Gentry et

;

Hope Factor (Philadelphia:

al_.

,

Praeger Publishers,
,

Urban Education

:

The

W.B. Saunders Company, 1972).

A source on the historical development and in-

novative practices of major universities was Frederick
Rudolph's The American College and University
(New York:

Vintage Books, Random House, 1965).

Contemporary American Education (New York:
Company)

:

A History

The book

The Macmillan

showed how little universities have really done

to help urban schools.

While conducting the study, the

issue of objectivity was emerged as an obvious and useful
factor.

John C. Dollard 's Caste and Class in a Southern

Town (Garden City, New York:
1957)

Doubleday

&

Company, Inc.,

provided necessary support and enlightenment to the

investigator
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Unpublished documents played a large role in
researching and writing this document.

The files of

Dean Dwight Allen at the School of Education provided

valuable information on several points.
"A Differentiated Staff:

Work,"

Dr. Allen's

Putting Teaching Talent to

Occasional Papers

.

National Commission on

Teacher Education and Professional Standards, NEA, December, 1957; and the "School of Education Profile"

(un-

published paper, University of Massachusetts, 1972).
Dissertations by other graduate students also provided
important information.

Donald Wilkinson's "Adminis-

trative Techniques to Improve Relationships Between

Cooperating Teachers and Their Paraprof essionals (un-

published Ed.D. dissertation, University of Massachusetts,
1972); Bobby Gentry's "Differentiated Staffing for Urban

Schools"

(unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, University of

Massachusetts, 1972); Dennis

H.

Tyler's "Educational

Renewal (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, University of

Massachusetts, 1973) and George

P.

Melican's "A Modular

Case Study of the Managerial Role of A Project Director
in a Career Opportunities Program"

(unpublished Ed.D.

dissertation, University of Massachusetts, 1972) along

with Miriam Wagenschein

'

s

"Reality Shock:

A Study of
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Beginning Elementary School Teachers”

(unpublished

Master's thesis, University of Chicago, 1950) all proved
useful in researching this study.
The files of the Dean for Off-Campus Programs at
the School of Education, University of Massachusetts and
the files of the Academic Coordinator for the Worcester

Career Opportunities Program at the School of Education,
University of Massachusetts; and the Worcester Career

Opportunities Program Director's files at 20 Irving St.,
Worcester, Massachusetts were invaluable aid in the area
of gathering research data.

prior to this study,
Recidivism"

R.

F.

Three papers that

I

wrote

Fox's "Reducing the Rate of

(unpublished position paper, University of

Massachusetts, 1971); "Worcester Career Opportunities

Program Evaluation Design"
of Massachusetts,

(unpublished paper, University

1972); and the "Worcester Career Oppor-

tunities Program Evaluation Report, 1971-72"

(unpublished

paper, University of Massachusetts, 1972) provided impor-

tant data for the study conducted.

Various documents from government agencies like
the Education Professions Development Act

,

Public Law

90-35 of 1967; the Office of Education, C.O.P. Basic Policy

Handbook, Bureau of Educational Personnel Development

September, 1969

(Washington:

G.P.O.,

1969)

and the

,

.
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Annual Report of the Worcester County Jail and the House
°^

Correction (Worcester County, Worcester, Massachusetts,

1971)

provided valuable information in the areas of C.O.P.

program operation and educational programs in prisons.
Seymour B. Sarason's The Culture of the School
and the Problem of Change (Boston:

Allyn

&

Bacon, 1971)

is the best recent document on the problem of change in

educational institutions while Robert J. Havighurst and
Daniel U. Levine's Education in Metropolitan Areas
(Boston:

Allyn and Bacon, 1971); and Charles

Crisis in the Classroom (New York:

E.

Silberman's,

Vintage Books, 1971)

are broad studies of the uneptness of educational insti-

tutions and the overall mindlessness to needs in education.

Information on the effectiveness of compensatory

education was obtained from three studies:

Harvey A. Averch

et al., How Effective is Schooling (Santa Monica:

Communication Department, 1972)

;

Rand

the Ford Foundation

Comprehensive School Improvement Program 1960-70, A
Foundation Goes to School (New York:
Office of Reports, 1971); James

S.

Ford Foundation

Coleman, Equality of

Educational Opportunity (Washington: G.P.O., 1966)
Other sources that were used as general information
in the area of urban education were:

Mario Fantini and

;
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and Gerald Weinstein's Making Urban Schools Work (New
York:

Harcourt, Brace and World, 1968)

;

Robert J.

Havighurst and Bernice Neugarten, Society and Education
(3rd.

ed., Boston:

Allun and Bacon, 1967); Louis

L.

Knowles and Kenneth Prewitt, Institutional Racism in

America

(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:

,

Elliot Liebow

'

s

Tally

and Company, 1967)

1

Prentice-Hall, 1969).

Corner (Boston:

s

is an

Little, Brown

excellent study of the street

corner lives of Blacks in Washington, D.C.
Frank W. Lutz, Toward Improved Urban Education
(Worthington, Ohio:
1970)

C.A. Jones Publishing Company,

offered positive cues for the improvement of city

school systems.

Harold and Greta Morine's A Primer for

the Inner-City School (New York:

McGraw-Hill, 1970)

and Richard Wisniewski's New Teachers in Urban Schools
An Inside View (New York:

:

Random House, 1968) provided

an in-depth view of the problems in urban schools and

suggestions for improvement.
Urban City (New York:

Finally, Cleo Abraham's

Carlton Press, Inc., 1972);

Cohen, Teach Them All to Read:

Theory

,

Methods

,

S.

Alan

and

Materials for Teaching the Disadvantaged (New York:

Random House, 1969)
of Hope

:

;

Helaine S. Dawson, On the Outskirts

Educating Youth From Poverty Areas (New York:

McGraw-Hill, 1968) all proved to be excellent background

material for the subject at hand.

:
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In the area of educational innovation, two

sources proved useful on the issue of open area classrooms.

Howard W. Hickey and Curtis Van Voorhees, The

Role of the School in Community Education

Michigan:

(Midland,

Pendell Company, 1969) and Ewald B. Nyquist's

article "The Concept of Open Education" The Education Digest
Vol

.

37

(November,

1971).

The subject of learning in the affective and

cognitive domains has been significantly developed by

Benjamin S. Bloom, ed

.

Taxonomy of Educational Objectives:

The Classification of Educational Goals

Cognitive Domain (New York:

McKay, 1956)

Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
of Educational Goals

York:

.

Hastings and George

Handbook

2,

F.

Madaus

'

1,

and Bloom's

The Classification

:

Affective Domain (New

Also, Benjamin

McKay, 1964).

Handbook

.

S.

Bloom, Thomas J.

Handbook on Formative and

Summative Evaluation of Student Learning (New York
McGraw-Hill, 1971).
The ideas expressed in this study appear to be

future oriented.

The concept of building a community

service program for higher education upon the successes
of the COP model is the major focus.

Therefore, the

primary objective was to discuss the necessary change in

relationships between all major universities and local
school systems to effect partnerships that will generally
improve urban education.

,

